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Introduction

Many chemical compounds that play a key-role in many fields of interest, such as environ-

mental monitoring, early diagnosis of cancer and metabolic diseases and homeland security,

belong to the class of broadband absorbers. Mid-infrared spectral range is particularly in-

teresting for gas sensing applications, due to the abundance of absorption bands of many

broadband absorbers chemical species.

Most of the spectroscopic techniques for gas detection in the mid-infrared spectral range

exhibit several limitations in real field application, such as alignment-related difficulties,

need for long optical path and high power consumption. These limitations can be overcome

by using a photoacoustic effect-based sensor.

The photoacoustic effect is the generation of sound waves as a consequence of the ab-

sorption of modulated light by a target gas. Traditional photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS)

uses resonant cells to enhance the acoustic wave and sensitive microphones to detect and

transduce it into an electric signal. Since 2002, Quartz-Enhanced Photoacoustic Spec-

troscopy (QEPAS) has been developed, in which the acoustic cells are replaced by small

quartz tuning forks (QTFs). This approach presents numerous advantages, both in a sig-

nificant reduction of the size of the detector and in an enhancement of the sensitivity of

the technique. A QTF transduces the vibrations induced by gas relaxation directly into

a current signal and, furthermore, the tuning forks are almost immune to environmental

noise due to the electro-mechanical properties and high resonance frequency.

In this thesis a new approach will be presented, as a prototype of a photoacoustic sensor

for the detection of broadband absorbers in the mid-infrared spectral region employing a

novel pulsed-wave broadband laser source. The source employed in the research work is a

custom distributed feedback quantum cascade lasers (DFB-QCLs) array composed by 32
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independent devices emitting in the range 7.5-8.4µm, provided by Pendar Technologies.

Such a laser source represents the new frontier for spectroscopic analysis, able to explore a

large spectral range in nearly real-time. The laser source will be electrically, spectrally and

optically characterized. The sensor prototype will be tested by targeting two absorption

bands of nitrous oxide (N2O) and isolated absorption features of methane (CH4), falling

within the emission spectral range of the source. The thesis will be organized as follows:

• In Chapter 1 the broadband absorbers will be presented and the traditional mid-IR

spectroscopic techniques will be reviewed. Among the broadband absorbers, N2O

and CH4 will be analyzed in details, as well as their employment in daily life and

their impact on environment.

• InChapter 2 PAS and QEPAS theoretical principles will be presented. The QEPAS-

based sensor employing a pulsed-wave laser source designed to detect N2O and CH4

over a wide mid-IR spectral range will be presented.

• InChapter 3 the experimental setup, including the gas line and the handling system,

used in the thesis work will be described. Both the laser source and the custom QTF

used for the experiment will be characterized.

• In Chapter 4 the experimental results will be presented and discussed. The optical

noise of the QEPAS sensor will be analyzed and both the selectivity and the sensi-

tivity of the sensor will be tested. The measurements will be performed for both the

investigated gases.



Chapter 1

Broadband absorbers and detection

techniques

The study of the absorption properties of molecules and compounds is one of the first

techniques that has been used to investigate the nature using light. Since the early be-

ginning of the optics studies, the radiation-matter interaction has been exploited to better

understand the surrounding environment.

First experiments were oriented to exploration of the atmosphere, at first of the Earth

and then of the other planets in the solar system. The bands of the electromagnetic

spectrum useful for atmospheric analysis include ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS), infrared

(IR) and microwave (MW).

UV and visible are the spectral ranges of photons that are emitted or absorbed through

transitions between electronic levels of diatomic molecules and small polyatomic molecules

falls, while near-IR spectrum is correlated with overtones of vibrational and rotational

transitions energies. As 100 times weaker in intensity with respect to the fundamentals,

overtones are not generally useful for molecular detection and analysis. A significant ex-

ception is in the study of the atmospheres of the planets, where large concentrations of

absorbing gas are viewed over extremely long paths.

Mid-IR and Far-IR are the ranges where falls the energy of photons related to optical

transitions from fundamental vibration-rotation levels. Mid-IR is also called “fingerprint

region” since a large part of chemical species show characteristics absorption/emission pat-
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tern in this range and thereby is extensively used in chemical analysis and gas detection.

Far-IR, instead, is rarely used for atmospheric investigation due to strong water vapor

absorption distributed in the whole range. Millimeter and microwaves are related to ra-

diation emissions due to rotational transitions. The largest molecules have a microwave

spectrum and the microwave region is very powerful for molecular structure study. How-

ever, millimeter and microwave spectroscopy require to operate with gas samples at a very

low pressure due to the fine structure of the spectrum to be resolved. At atmospheric

pressure, single spectral features broaden and overlap, thus making the contribution from

different molecules hard to be distinguished.

1.1 Mid-Infrared broadband absorbers: greenhouse gases, volatile

organic compounds and explosives

In this thesis work, mid-IR absorption processes will be exploited. Many molecules ex-

hibit roto-vibrational transitions in such a portion of electromagnetic spectrum. Roto-

vibrational transitions involve both vibrational and rotational states of molecules when a

photon is absorbed or emitted. These transitions are governed by selection rules which

allow a variation in the rotational quantum number ∆J = −1, 0,+1. This means that

three different sections of the spectrum can be identified. The first includes vibrational

transitions with the same rotational quantum number (∆J = 0) in ground and excited

states, and is called the Q-branch. The second one includes transition between vibrational

states with ∆J = +1, for which the energy of the rotational transition is added to the vi-

brational one and thus are placed on the high energy side of the Q-branch, taking the name

of R-branch. The third one includes transition between vibrational states with ∆J = −1,

for which the energy of the rotational transition is subtracted to the vibrational one and

thus they are placed on the low energy side of the Q-branch, taking the name of R-branch

(Fig. 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: (Left) Scheme of optical transition. Electronic levels include vibrational level whose
include rotational levels. (Right) Roto-vibrational transitions: absorption from
ground vibrational level to excited vibrational level may occur exploiting different ro-
tational level. J is the rotational quantum number.

Mid-IR region plays a central role in gas detection due to the highly-recognizable ab-

sorption lines and spectra. Vibrational spectra of most molecules, especially those con-

sisting of many atoms, are so dense that Doppler and pressure broadening make them

unresolved at normal temperature and pressure conditions. These molecules are referred

to as broadband absorbers and infrared absorption spectra of such polyatomic molecules

consist of quasi-unstructured bands, each 100− 200cm−1 wide. These structures are typi-

cal in atmospheric absorption and are commonly used for the detection of pollutants and

other harmful gases, due to the fact that almost all of these molecules show absorption

bands in the region between 2.5− 25µm.

Figure 1.2 shows the absorption spectra of gases of major interest in mid-IR, simulated

using HITRAN database [1]. The spectra are the results of roto-vibrational absorption,

and show large overlap in the investigated region. Nevertheless the fingerprint of the

compounds are clearly recognizable.
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Figure 1.2: Plot of absorption line strength (cm−1/molec · cm−2) over wavenumber (cm−1) ob-
tained using HITRAN database to simulate mid-IR absorption spectra from 3.1µm
to 12.5µm. In figure are shown Nitric Oxide (NO), Carbon Monoxide (CO), Ni-
trous Oxide (NO2), Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Hydrogen Chloride (HCl), Formaldehyde
(CH2O), Methane (CH4), Carbonyl Sulphide (OCS), Ethylene (C2H4), Ammonia
(NH3), Ozone (O3), Sulphur Dioxide (SO2).

Among the broadband mid-IR absorbers, a rising interest on greenhouse gases, volatile

organic compounds and explosives has grown in the last years.

For over the past 200 years, the burning of fossil fuels such as coal and oil, deforesta-

tion, land-use changes, and other sources have caused the concentrations of heat-trapping

"greenhouse gases" (GHG) to increase significantly in our atmosphere. These gases in the

atmosphere absorb some of the energy radiated from the surface of the Earth that would

otherwise be lost to space, essentially acting like a blanket that makes the Earth’s surface

warmer than it would be otherwise.

Greenhouse gases are necessary to life as we know it: without greenhouse gases the

planet’s surface would be about 15.5°C cooler than present [2]. With emissions from bio-

logical and geological sources, there is a natural level of greenhouse gases that is maintained

in the atmosphere. Human emissions of greenhouse gases and subsequent change in at-
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mospheric concentrations have altered the balance of energy transfers between space and

the Earth system. A gauge of these changes is called radiative forcing (RF), which is a

measure of a substance’s total net effect on the global energy balance for which a positive

number represents a warming effect and a negative number represents a cooling effect [3].

Is extremely likely that human influences have been the dominant cause of warming since

the mid-20th century [3]. Figure 1.3 show the gross U.S. greenhouse gases emissions from

1990 to 2015 expressed in million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (MMT CO2

Eq.). Carbon dioxide equivalence is a quantity that describes, for a given mixture and

amount of greenhouse gas, the amount of CO2 that would have the same global warming

potential.

Figure 1.3: Gross U.S. greenhouse gas emissions by gas, expressed in MMT CO2 Eq. [2].

The impact of GHG emissions in the atmospheric chemistry is evaluated in many

reports by government and non-government institutions. In particular, the scientific efforts

aim to predictive models based on the GHG emissions over the next years. Monitoring the

atmospheric concentration of harmful gases is crucial to obtain a correct prevision of GHG

emissions for the years to come, in order to adopt the right countermeasures on time.

As precursor pollutants, Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are considered indirect

GHGs. VOCs are organic compounds that easily become vapors or gases and are found

in all living things. Along with carbon, they contain elements such as hydrogen, oxygen,

fluorine, chlorine, bromine, sulfur or nitrogen and exhibit broadband absorption spectra

in the Mid-IR spectral range. VOCs are also present in human exhaled breath [4]. U.S.
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Food and Drug Administration has established that approximately 35 of the identified

compounds in the exhaled breath can be considered as biomarkers for particular diseases

and metabolic disorders. Biomarkers are reported in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Established biomarkers and their physiological symptoms [5].

Formation of these compounds is attributed to the biochemical reactions happening

inside the body as a part of metabolic processes [5]. Therefore breath tests are a promising

approach for non-invasive cancer screening [6]. Indeed, cancer is a leading cause of death

worldwide.

Among VOCs, explosive gases, such as methane, propane and butane exhibit absorption

bands within IR spectral range. The most recognizable feature of the vibrational spectrum

of an explosive is associated with the symmetric and antisymmetric vibrations of the almost

ubiquitous−NO2 group, between about 1260cm−1 and 1375cm−1 [7], but many vibrational
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modes are present in IR-spectrum, as shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Wave number ranges and vibrational mode assignments for spectral features com-
monly observed in the infrared absorption spectra of explosives 650−3100cm−1. NO2

symmetric stretches at 1260−1320cm−1 and 1325−1375cm−1, indicated in bold, are
the strongest IR absorption features of explosive materials in the mid-infrared region
of the spectrum. [7]

A great variety of detection techniques for explosives and chemical agents exist. These

methods include chemiluminescence, mass spectrometry, electrochemical sensing, vapour

detection using microcantilever sensing and laser-based optical techniques.

1.1.1 Harmful gases and pollutants: focus on CH4 and N2O

In this thesis work the attention will be focused on CH4 and N2O. Both the chemical

species are very interesting especially for their key-role in environmental pollution, their

correlation with metabolic disorders and their employment in high risk situations, such as

emergency medicine. These two chemical compounds show broad absorption bands in the

spectral range covered by custom laser source employed in this work (1190 − 1340cm−1,

as will be shown in Section 3.1.4).

Nitrous oxide - N2O

Nitrous oxide is a chemical compound composed by one atom of nitrogen (N) and two

atoms of oxygen (O), with the chemical formula N2O. Nitrous oxide is a linear molecule,

characterized by one N-O bond and one N-N bond. Bond length is respectively 118.6pm
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and 112.6pm. In Figure 1.5 the geometrical structure of the N2O is shown.

Figure 1.5: (Left) 3-D structure of a nitrous oxide molecule. Nitrogen and oxygen atoms are
pictured as blue and red balls, respectively. (Right) Full structural formula of the
methane molecule, with bonds parameters.

At room temperature and standard pressure, the nitrous oxide is a colorless, non-toxic

gas with a faint sweet odor. Boiling point is -88.48 °C. It is relatively non-toxic but has a

number of recognized ill effects on human health, whether by breathing it or by contact of

the liquid with skin or eyes. N2O is commonly used as propellent both for rocket motors,

where is used as oxidizer with enormous advantages compared to other oxidizers including

stability and possibility to be decomposed obtaining breathable air. It is also used in ve-

hicle racing engines to burn more fuel by providing more oxygen than air alone, resulting

in a more powerful combustion.

The gas is also used as a food additive (also known as E942), in particular as an

aerosol spray propellant. Its most common uses in this context are in aerosol whipped

cream canisters, cooking sprays and as an inert gas used to displace oxygen in order to

inhibit bacterial growth when filling packages of potato chips and other similar snack foods.

Moreover, N2O is usually preferred to other propellants as air or carbon dioxide due to its

solubility in fatty compounds and its ability to prevent food degradation.

Nitrous oxide is used in dentistry and surgery, as an anaesthetic and analgesic. It is

considered a weak general anaesthetic allowing patients to be conscious during the proce-

dure, and for this reason it is commonly used by dentists in a mixture of N2O and O2.

Finally, it is used in first-aid and prehospital settings, due to safety of use and rapid re-

versibility of its effect, thus preventing from precluding diagnosis. The National Institute

for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) recommends that workers’ exposure to ni-

trous oxide should be controlled during the administration of anaesthetic gas in medical,
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dental and veterinary operators [8]. Moreover NIOSH sets a recommended exposure limit

of 25ppm to escaped anaesthetic [9].

Nitrous oxide has a key-role in climate change, since it is considered nearly 300 times

more powerful than CO2 at trapping heat in the atmosphere. However total emissions are

much lower compared to carbon dioxide. Moreover N2O emission is currently the single

most important ozone-depleting emission and is expected to remain the largest throughout

the 21st century [10]. Since 1750, the global atmospheric concentration of nitrous oxide

has risen by approximately 21% [3]. Actual concentration of N2O in Earth’s atmosphere

is 328ppb [11].

As many greenhouse gases total amount of nitrous oxide in atmosphere has anthro-

pogenic sources of emissions, which include agricultural soils, fossil fuel combustion, wastew-

ater treatment and waste incineration, and biomass burning [11]. Figure 1.6 shows the an-

thropogenic sources of emission of N2O expressed in million metric tons of carbon dioxide

equivalents.

Figure 1.6: Sources of nitrous oxide emissions in 2015 expressed in MMT CO2 Eq. [11]

Nitrous oxide IR spectrum is related to roto-vibrational transitions, which are tran-

sitions involving both vibrational and rotational states of a molecule. In polyatomic

molecules, this roto-vibrational transitions are related to stretches of the bonds. As linear

molecule is characterized by a C∞V symmetry, in Schoenflies notation, which means that

the molecule has∞-fold rotation axis and also infinite vertical plane containing the axis of

rotation. In mid-IR spectral range, the nitrous oxide exhibits two roto-vibrational bands
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(Fig 1.7) around ≈1300cm−1 and ≈2250cm−1

Figure 1.7: Nitrous oxide absorption coefficient over wavenumber in mid-IR spectral range (3 −
12µm), simulated using HITRAN database.

Absorption spectrum for N2O does not does not exhibit the Q-branch, due to selection

rules, which cause forbidden transitions. The spectra of polyatomic linear molecules are

classified according to the direction of the dipole moment change vector. When the vibra-

tion induces a dipole moment change pointing along the molecular axis, these stretches are

named parallel, while when the vibration induces a dipole moment pointing perpendicu-

larly to the molecular axis, these vibration are named perpendicular. The two classes differ

in the selection rules that apply to roto-vibrational transitions. For parallel transitions the

selection rule is the same as for diatomic molecules, namely, the transition corresponding

to the Q-branch is forbidden [12].

The molecular stretches responsible for the two mid-IR bands are reported in Figure 1.8.

Theoretical calculation estimates the harmonic frequencies at 1298.3cm−1 and 2282.2cm−1,

respectively [13].

Figure 1.8: Nitrous oxide molecular stretches. Left vibrational mode has a theoretical harmonic
frequency of 1298.3cm−1, right vibrational mode has a theoretical harmonic frequency
of 2282.2cm−1.

Methane - CH4

Methane is a chemical compound composed by one atom of carbon (C) and four atoms of

hydrogen (H), with the chemical formula CH4. Methane is characterized by tetrahedral

molecular geometry, with four equivalent C–H bonds. Its electronic structure is described
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by four bonding molecular orbitals resulting from the overlap of the valence orbitals of

carbon and hydrogen. Central carbon atom is in the centre with four hydrogen atoms

located at the corners of a tetrahedron. The angle and the length are the same for each

bond, and are equal to, respectively, 109.5° and 108.70pm. Figure 1.9 shows the geometrical

structure of a methane molecule.

Figure 1.9: (Left) 3-D structure of a methane molecule. Carbon and hydrogen atoms are pictured
as black and grey balls, respectively. (Right) Full structural formula of the methane
molecule, with bonds parameters.

At room temperature and standard pressure, methane is a colorless, odorless gas, even

if for common daily application an odorant, usually blends containing tert-butylthiol, is

added as a safety measure. Boiling point is -164 °C at atmospheric pressure.

Methane is non-toxic, but it is extremely flammable and may form explosive mix-

tures with air. Methane is violently reactive with oxidizers, halogen, and some halogen-

containing compounds. Methane is also an asphyxiant and may displace oxygen in an

enclosed space. Principal uses of CH4 derive from its aptitude to combustion: methane is

used as fuel, both for engines and energy generators such as gas turbines or steam gener-

ators. For these purposes, methane is claimed to be more environmentally friendly than

other fossil fuels such as gasoline and diesel.

Scientific interest for methane derives also from its presence in almost all solar system

planets and larger moons, whose possible sources and sinks may be an indicator of presence

of life forms.

Methane is one of the most interesting greenhouse gases and represents the 10% of total

GHG emissions. Methane has been evaluated 25 times as effective as carbon dioxide at

trapping heat in the atmosphere. Over the last two hundred and fifty years, the concentra-

tion of CH4 in the atmosphere increased by 162% [3], even if from 1990 to 2015 a reduction
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of 16% occurred, actual level is estimated in 1.79ppm [11]. Anthropogenic sources of CH4

include natural gas and petroleum systems, agricultural activities, landfills, coal mining,

waste-water treatment, stationary and mobile combustion, and industrial processes. In

Figure 1.10 the anthropogenic source of emission of CH4 are reported, expressed in million

metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (MMT CO2 eq.).

Figure 1.10: Source of methane emissions in 2015 expressed in MMT CO2 Eq. [11]

Methane IR spectrum is related to roto-vibrational transitions, that are transitions

which involve both the vibrational and rotational states.

In polyatomic molecules as methane this roto-vibrational transitions are related to the

stretches of the bonds. Due to the tetrahedronal shape methane is characterized by a Td

symmetry, in Schoenflies notation, which means that the molecule has three 2-fold axes

and four 3-fold axes and includes diagonal mirror planes. Because of this highly symmetric

shape methane has only two vibrational modes in the mid-IR spectrum, as showed in

Figure 1.11 around ≈1300cm−1 and ≈3000cm−1.

Figure 1.11: Methane absorption coefficient over wavenumber in mid-IR (3 − 12µm), simulated
using HITRAN database.
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The molecular stretches related to the described transitions are showed in Figure 1.12

and their harmonic frequencies have been estimated also theoretically at 1367.4cm−1 and

3156.8cm−1 [14].

Figure 1.12: Methane molecular stretches. Left vibrational mode has a theoretical harmonic fre-
quency of 1367.4cm−1, right vibrational mode has a theoretical harmonic frequency
of 3156.8cm−1.

1.2 State of the art for mid-IR spectroscopic gases detection

techniques

An ideal detection technique has to meet the following requirements [15]:

• feasibility of measuring different compounds with a single instrument;

• high sensitivity;

• high selectivity allowing clear differentiation between different compounds, particu-

larly of volatile organic compounds (VOCs);

• large dynamic range to measure low concentrations in rural areas and high concen-

trations near emission sources;

• good time resolution permitting quasi-continuous measurements;

• portability for in situ measurements or remote monitoring;

• automatic operation.
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Spectroscopic techniques allow real-time, open-path measurements and in this field

mid-IR spectroscopy stands out, because nearly every air pollutant has an IR absorption

band in the spectral region 2.5 − 25µm [16], and many detection techniques have been

developed in this spectral region [17, 18, 19, 20].

Moreover advances in high-sensitivity laser spectroscopic techniques make it possible

for breath analysis to move from the standard mass spectroscopy (MS)-based approach to

laser-based techniques for real-time clinical testing [21, 22]. Many breath biomarkers have

been detected by the laser-based techniques, and detection sensitivities are comparable

with those from MS-based measurements.

A further field of application for gas detection is homeland security. Detection tech-

nologies for homeland security applications are used in numerous scenarios ranging from

airport screening to inspection of shipping containers, and to surveillance of public places

such as train and bus stations, institutional buildings, mail storerooms and other sensible

objectives. Key requirements for detection technologies are sensitivity to detect target

agents below risk or threat levels, selectivity to provide minimal false-alarm rates, and re-

sponse speed to enable effective screening at high-throughput checkpoints. Miniaturization

of detection systems is also of critical importance, making possible measurements on-site

in real time, rather than collecting samples for delayed laboratory analysis.

Most used techniques in gas spectroscopy are DOAS (Differential Optical Absorption

Spectroscopy), LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging), TDLAS (Tunable Diode Laser

Absorption Spectroscopy), CRDS (Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy), OA-ICOS (Off-Axis

Integrated Cavity Output Spectroscopy), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy Absorp-

tion (FTIR), PAS (Photo Acoustic Spectroscopy) and QEPAS (Quartz Enhanced Photo

Acoustic Spectroscopy).

DOAS consists in the evaluation of the absorption spectra of gas species by means of

the separation of broad and narrowband spectral structures in the absorption spectrum.

The spectral region of interest is scanned and broader contributions to the spectrum are

associated to aerosol extinction processes or to the effect of turbulence, while narrower

contributions are associated to gas species. Once isolated the narrow absorption band

of interest, the Lambert-Beer’s law is applied and the gas concentrations are calculated.
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Lambert-Beer’s law is reported in Eq.1.1:

I(λ) = I0(λ)e−α(λL) (1.1)

where α(λ) is the absorption coefficient at wavelength λ and is related to gas concentration

n via the absorption cross section σ(λ), using the relation α(λ) = σ(λ) · n. DOAS tech-

niques is commonly used in atmospheric gas detection, because absorption spectroscopy in

atmosphere is characterized by noise sources that can’t be eliminated, such as absorption

by gas species different from the target one, scattering with air molecules and turbulences

in light path. Detection limit of the technique can reach ≈ 100ppt per volume unit [23].

Main limitation of DOAS technique is related to the need of extremely long optical path,

due to the weak absorption of the gas species, therefore the field of application is restricted

to atmospheric detection.

LIDAR technique consists in sending a short laser (monochromatic) pulse in the de-

tection zone and detecting the back-reflected radiation from a distant target or from at-

mospheric constituents such as molecules, aerosols, clouds or dust. The incident laser

radiation interacts with these constituents, which cause alterations in the intensity and

wavelength according to the strength of optical interaction and the concentration of the

interacting species in the atmosphere. Consequently, information on the composition and

physical state of the atmosphere can be deduced from the LIDAR data [24]. LIDAR

is often used in optical remote sensing and imagining. The most used configuration in

spectroscopy is the DIAL, Differential Absorption LIDAR. The DIAL technique uses the

atmospheric backscattering for a pair of transmitted laser frequencies. One frequency is

tuned to an absorption feature, while the second one is tuned slightly off the absorption

feature providing a reference beam so that a "differential absorption" measurement is per-

formed. The non-absorbed beam calibrates the backscattering of the LIDAR system in

molecular (Rayleigh) and aerosol (Mie) scattering, and for any slowly varying molecular

absorption, such as water vapor continuum [25]. As for DOAS even the LIDAR is limited

by the need of a long optical path to achieve good detection sensitivity, and therefore is

limited to atmospheric detection.
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Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy is a detection technique employing a Fourier

Transform-based spectrometer to analyse the infrared spectrum. FTIR technique uses a

scanning Michelson interferometer in which the beam is split into two paths and then re-

combined so that interference results from the phase difference in the two beams. The

phase difference, and thus the interference, depends on the wavelengths present in the

beam. The intensity recorded varying the path difference in the two arms of the inter-

ferometer is called interferogram. The absorption spectrum is obtained by performing a

Fourier transform on the interferogram [26]. Detection limit of the technique can reach

≈ 100ppb [27]. An IR analyser can detect many of the thousands of gaseous chemicals that

have absorption features in these window regions, due to its large operative range. The

FTIR detects the entire spectral region at once (the multiplex advantage), whereas most

other spectroscopic analysers scan over the spectral regions, detecting only one wavelength

at any given instant. However FTIR as detection technique presents some disadvantages.

First of all a FTIR produces an interferogram and only after a Fourier transform operation

returns the absorption spectrum, therefore some artifacts in the calculated spectra may

appear. These are features present in the spectrum of the sample that are not from the

sample: common examples of artifacts in FTIR spectra are produced by water vapor and

carbon dioxide. Moreover the FTIR requires a precise and stable alignment, essential for

the correct functioning of the interferometer.

TDLAS is an optical technique combining the conventional absorption spectral method

with advanced tunable diode lasers. In TDLAS the gas target is contained in a gas cell and

a detector records the transmitted laser intensity as the laser emission wavelength is repet-

itively scanned over the central wavelength of an absorption line of the gas. The measured

signal is so reduced, and this reduction is related to the gas concentration using Lambert-

Beer’s law (Eq. 1.1). The technique can be used to determine also temperature, pressure,

speed and mass flow of the target gas. In IR spectral range the sensitivity of TDLAS can

reach ≈ 1ppb [28]. To improve the detection limit TDLAS measurements can be carried

out by using the harmonic detection technique, called wavelength modulation/frequency

modulation spectroscopy (TDLAS-WM/FM). Similarly to the other single-pass gas ab-

sorption detection techniques, even TDLAS is limited by the need of long optical path to

achieve good detection sensitivities.
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CRDS basic principles are related to exponential decay of the output intensity coming

from a multi-pass cavity. In a typical CRDS configuration laser source is used to illuminate

an high-finesse cavity, which can be easily imagined as a couple of high-reflective mirror

in its simplest shape. If the laser emission is tuned to be in resonance with one of the

cavity modes the light intensity is accumulated inside the cavity. When the laser input

is switched off the output radiation from the cavity has an exponential decay. Due to its

multi-pass nature the effective optic path of the technique is in the order of kilometres,

even if the actual length of the cavity is in less than one meter. Considering a cavity with

only two mirrors, there are two reflections per round trip and the number of round trips

in time t will be tc
2L , where c is the velocity of light and L is the length of the cavity.

Assuming the loss per reflection as 1 − R, where R is the reflectivity of the mirrors, the

exponential decay for an empty cavity is obtained using the formula [29]:

I(t) = I0 exp

[
− (1−R)

tc

L

]
(1.2)

where I0 has been assumed to be the intensity of the initial pulse and I(t) the intensity

after time t. Consider now a cavity that contains a species that absorbs at the wavelength

of the radiation injected into the cavity. For a round trip in the cavity, the loss due to

absorption will be (2αL)
tc

2L
, where α is the absorption coefficient as expressed in Eq 1.1.

Eq. 1.2 can be rewritten as:

I(t) = I0 exp

[
− [(1−R) + αL]

tc

L

]
(1.3)

from which it follows that the time constant for the decay will be given by

τ =
tr

2[(1−R) + αL]
(1.4)

with tr the transit time for a round trip. Evaluating the extinction profile of the cavity

radiation the gas concentration can be measured. The detection limit can reach the range

of 1ppt at several seconds of integration time [30]. The main drawbacks of CRDS are the

extremely high precision alignment requirements and the limited tunability range, due to

the difficulties related to the coupling between the laser emission wavelength and the cavity
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parameters.

OA-ICOS, also referred as Off Axis Cavity Enhanced Absorption Spectroscopy (OA-

CEAS), is an evolution in the field of multi-pass detection techniques but, differently

from CRDS, the measurement is performed using an off-axis configuration respect to the

cavity. This means that the input laser beam is not aligned to the cavity. Thus the off-

axis configuration does not present issues related to alignment, which is the main issue

in using multi-pass absorbers, so the technique results to be more stable and reliable.

Detection limit can reach 1ppm at real-time measurement, so with longer integration time

the sensitivity becomes comparable to the on-axis techniques [31]. Although alignement

issues are strongly reduced, the technique is, however, still limited by a low transmission

and by intensity fluctuations due to partial excitation of the high order transverse modes,

which are exploited in the on-axis configuration and that for the OA-ICOS represents a

noise source. Even for the off-axis technique the tunability range remains very narrow.

All the described spectroscopic techniques are direct-absorption methods, and share

the need to create long effective optical path to maximize the light-matter interaction and

absorption, due to the small cross-section of gas.

PAS differs from the other spectroscopic techniques by using a sensitive microphone

to detect acoustic waves generated by non-radiative relaxation of the gas target absorbing

pulsed or modulated radiation. First PAS systems employed microphones as transducer

and could achieve detection limit up to ≈ 1ppb [15]. A further development in the photoa-

coustic technique has been performed using a quartz-tuning fork as transducer, resulting in

the so-called Quartz-Enhanced Photo Acoustic Spectroscopy (QEPAS). PAS and QEPAS

theoretical principles will be discussed in details in Chapter 2. The sensitivity of the

QEPAS technique is comparable with multi-pass techniques, but the QEPAS configura-

tion has the advantage of being very compact, as the only spatial region contributing to

detection is the area between the prongs of the tuning fork, whose thickness is usually less

than 1mm. Moreover QEPAS technique does not need for external radiation detectors,

making the sensors cheap and compact.

To compare the performances of different laser-based sensors, a parameter should be

used, taking into account the available optical laser power, the strength of the selected

absorption line and the measurement integration time. The normalized noise equivalent
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absorption parameter (NNEA) is thus defined as

NNEA =
αminP0√

∆f
(1.5)

where αmin is the technique minimum detectable absorption coefficient, P0 the average

laser optical power and ∆f the equivalent noise detection bandwidth. Figure 1.13 shows

a comparison between the main spectroscopic techniques, plotting the effective NNEA as

function of the effective optical path length.

Figure 1.13: NNEA of gas detection techniques as a function of optical path length. The plot
shows the performance of BB-CEAS – broadband cavity-enhanced spectroscopy,
CRDS – cavity ring-down spectroscopy, OA-ICOS – off-axis integrated cavity out-
put spectroscopy, OF-CEAS – optical feedback cavity-enhanced absorption spec-
troscopy, NICE-OHMS – noise-immune cavity-enhanced optical heterodyne spec-
troscopy, PAS photoacoustic spectroscopy and QEPAS – Quartz-enhanced photoa-
coustic spectroscopy. [32]

Usually NNEA is calculated using laboratory-based settings and this means that the

sensors performance could be different when used in an actual context. For example, one

of the most important limitations in using a multi-pass cell in open field is related to keep

the precise alignment needed for the detection.

Among presented techniques, the suitable ones for broadband absorbers detection

should be identified. Although suitable for this purpose, open-path techniques are strongly
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limited by the necessity of long optical path. On the other hand, all cavity-based tech-

niques have a narrow range of tunability and cannot be used for broadband absorbers

detection. Moreover, difficulties in the analysis of this broadband absorption bands with

common spectroscopic techniques in IR are related to the need of widely tunable source and

sensible but selective gas detection techniques. Differently from narrow band absorption,

the detection of broadband absorbers passes through the reconstruction of the spectrum,

which is sometimes hindered by overlap in the same spectral region of different absorbers.

For main application a fast identification of the compound is moreover request, so fast-

operating devices are crucial for broadband investigation. In these fields, QEPAS systems

can be the best choice especially when coupled with broadband light sources, as will be

exposed in this thesis work.



Chapter 2

Photoacoustic Spectroscopy and

Quartz-Enhanced Photoacoustic

Spectroscopy

The photoacoustic (PA) effect is the generation of acoustic waves due to the absorption of

modulated light in a gaseous, liquid or solid sample. If we consider a closed cell containing

N molecules of a particular gas, when light of a specific wavelength is absorbed by the

gas sample, the molecules are brought in their excited state. Collisions between excited

molecules with other atoms or molecules in the cell can cause non-radiative relaxation,

which transforms the absorbed energy into translational energy. This will lead to an

increase in the temperature of the gas in the cell and, since the number of molecules and

the volume of the cell are constant, an increase of the gas pressure. In other words, the

energy of the absorbed photons is converted into kinetic energy resulting in a pressure

increase.

If the incident light is modulated, the pressure generated in the cell will be modulated

too and a pressure waves, i.e. an acoustic waves, with the same frequency of the light

modulation, will be produced. This acoustic waves can be easily detected with a sensitive

microphone. A typical photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) setup is therefore composed by

the light source, a mechanical resonator acting as a microphone and the readout mechanism,

as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Typical PAS experimental apparatus. Light produced by a laser source is modulated
and sent through a resonant cavity where is absorbed by the gas. The resulting acoustic
wave produced by the modulated relaxation of the gas is detected by a microphone,
whose signal is pre-amplified and then sent to a lock-in amplifier to be demodulated.

The light source is generally a diode laser or a quantum cascade laser (QCL), which

are able to provide high optical powers from the visible to the IR and THz region of the

electromagnetic spectrum. To enhance the sound wave intensity, a mechanical resonator

such as a metallic cell is usually employed. The pressure waves generated have to be

converted in an electric signal and the simplest solution is to use a sensitive microphone.

The produced signal is usually pre-amplified and then sent to a lock-in amplifier to be

demodulated.

In the following sections, a brief summary on the development of the photoacoustic

spectroscopy will be presented, from the first Photophone to the latest Quartz-Enhanced

Photoacoustic sensors, focusing on the physical principles of these techniques.

2.1 Brief history of photoacoustic spectroscopy

The photoacoustic effect was discovered in 1880 by A. G. Bell while working on the de-

velopment of the Photophone [33]. The photophone (Fig. 2.2) consisted in a mirror, a

selenium cell and an electrical telephone receiver. Sun rays were collected on a mirror

whose position was modulated by the vibrations induced by a speaker linked to it. The

sun beam was modulated as well and the light was collected by a parabolic reflector set in

a distant position. A sensitive selenium cell was placed in the parabolic mirror focus. Since

the resistance of selenium varies with the intensity of light, the voice-modulated sunlight

beam resulted in an electrically reproduced telephonic speech.
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Figure 2.2: Typical photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) experimental apparatus.

Successive works demonstrated that the photoacoustic effect could be achieved in all

the types of materials (solids, liquids, gases) [34, 35, 36]. Unfortunately, due to the lack of

suitable instruments such as light source or sensitive microphones, PA effect was completely

forgotten for 50 years.

Late in 1938 Viengerov developed a PA system based on a blackbody infrared source

and a microphone in order to evaluate species concentrations in a gas mixture [37]. Then

in the 1960s there was a great improvement of the PA techniques thanks to the invention of

laser sources, providing high power and monochromatic radiation. The first use of a laser

in a PA experiment is dated 1968, when Kerr and Atwood used a pulsed tunable ruby laser

to measure absorption bands of water vapor [38]. In the ’70s and ‘80s PA detection reached

high sensitivities by using CO and CO2 lasers. Trace gases analysis using PA spectroscopy

was then exploited in pioneering works of Kreuzer [39], Dewey and Kamm [40]. In the

90s, semiconductor diode lasers operated in the near-IR appeared to be excellent sources

for PA detection and recently great interest is directed to new laser sources such as the

quantum cascade lasers (QCLs), which are able to operate in the mid-IR and THz range.

2.2 Theoretical principles of photoacoustic effect

The theory of generation and revelation of the photoacoustic signal in a gas sample has

been exposed in several works [41], and a schematic representation is shown in Figure 2.3.

Photoacoustic effect can be divided in three main processes:
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• Heat release in the sample due to relaxation of optical light absorption via molecular

collisions;

• Acoustic and thermal wave generation due to localized heating and consequent ex-

pansion;

• Detection of the acoustic signal.

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the physical processes which cause photoacoustic effect.

The listed processes will be described in detail in the next subsections.

2.2.1 Absorption of light

The first step in the generation of the photoacoustic signal is the absorption of energy from

the modulated light beam. Assume the gas molecule as a two-level system, with a lower

(fundamental) level and an upper (excited) level. If the photon energy hν, with ν the

frequency, is resonant with the energy difference between fundamental and excited levels,

the molecule absorbs the photon. Then it can relax to the fundamental state via different

decay processes: radiative, i.e. irradiating a new photon, or non-radiative, i.e. colliding

with another molecule transforming the energy acquired in kinetic energy. Non-radiative

decay process origins the gas temperature increase.

Consider the two-levels system shown in Fig. 2.4. E0 and E1 represent the energy of

the fundamental and excited states respectively, characterized by a number of molecules

per volume unit N0 and N1.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of a two-levels system with radiative transitions (straight lines), and non-
radiative transitions (wavy line).

Define ρν the energy density of the radiation at frequency ν = E1−E0
h , Bij = Bji the

Einstein’s coefficients for stimulated emission (i→ j) and absorption (j → i), and Aij the

Einstein’s coefficient for spontaneous emission (i → j), the radiative transitions rate rij

can be written as:

rij = ρνBij +Aij (2.1)

Indicating the non-radiative transition rate with cij , the rate equation for the population

density in excited level can be written as:

dN1

dt
= (r01+c01)N0−(r10+c10)N1 = (ρνB10+A01+c01)N0−(ρνB10+A10+c10)N1 (2.2)

Observing now that the non-radiative transition from fundamental to excited level has a

probability close to zero (c01 = 0) and that the Einstein’s coefficient A01 = 0 because

E1 > E0, the rate equation becomes:

dN1

dt
= (ρνB10)(N0 −N1)− (A10 + c10)N1 (2.3)

The mean lifetime of excited level τ can be expressed as the reciprocal of the sum of

the reciprocal of the radiative (τr = 1/A10) and non-radiative (τnr = 1/c10) decay time,

according to the expression:

τ−1 = τ−1r + τ−1nr (2.4)

therefore the rate equation becomes:

dN1

dt
= (ρνB10)(N0 −N1)−

N1

τ
(2.5)
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If the hypothesis of weak-absorber gas is used, N1 can be neglected respect to N0, and

thus the rate equation becomes:

dN1

dt
≈ ρνB10N0 −

N1

τ
(2.6)

The term ρνB01 is the excitation rate due to the light beam, and can be defined as the

product of the total photons flux Φ, which represents the number of photons per unit area

and time, and the absorption cross-section σ, thus ρνB10 = Φσ. If the photons flux is

modulated at a frequency ω, Φ = Φ0(1 + δeiωt), the rate equation becomes:

dN1

dt
≈ (σΦ0(1 + δeiωt))N0 −

N1

τ
(2.7)

where δ is the modulation amplitude. The differential equation solution describes the

variation of population density in excited state over time and is given by:

N1 =
N0σΦ0δ√
1 + ω2τ2

τei(ωt−θ) (2.8)

where θ = arctg(ωt) represents the phase shift between the modulation of N1 and Φ.

Let consider now that for infrared absorption usually the radiative lifetime is much

longer than non-radiative lifetime, typically 10−3 − 10−3sec versus 10−6 − 10−9sec, due

to the energy of the process. This means that τ ≈ τnr and almost all the absorbed optic

energy is therefore transformed in heat. The rate of heat generation is given by

H =
N1E

′

τnr
(2.9)

where E′ represents the mean thermal energy released by a molecule after a non-radiative

emission, which takes the system from the excited state to the fundamental one. Therefore

E′ = hν, and using equation 2.9 the heat generation rate can be written as:

H =
N0σΦ0δhν√

1 + ω2τ2
ei(ωt−θ) = H0δe

i(ωt−θ) (2.10)

with H0 the amplitude of the heat generation rate.

Let now define the physical quantities I0 = Φ0hν which is the product of the photon
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flux amplitude (i.e. number of photons in time unit) and the photon energy, therefore

represents the intensity amplitude which hits the gas sample. Observe that if ωτ << 1,

i.e. if the modulation frequency ω << 10−6s, the term H0 becomes:

H0 = N0σI0 = αI0 (2.11)

where the optical absorption coefficient α has been introduced. This parameter can be

expressed as a function of the relative gas concentration (c) in a total number of molecule

per volume unit (Ntot) using the expression:

α = N0σ = cNtotσ (2.12)

All the approximations implemented in this dissertation are usually fulfilled in the appli-

cation of photoacoustic effect for trace gas sensing.

2.2.2 Generation of the acoustic wave

The following step in the theoretical description of photoacoustic effect is the generation of

acoustic waves. The theoretical model developed by Morse and Ingard [42] describes the

generation of an acoustic wave using the laws of the fluid dynamics and thermodynamics.

Consider an ideal fluid, i.e., uniform, continuous and elastic, which is in rest except for the

motion generated by the wave pressure, which is weak enough to neglect non-linear effects.

Gravitational force will be also neglected, therefore equilibrium pressure P0, expressed

in N/m2 and equilibrium density ρ0, expressed in kg/m3, of the fluid can be considered

constant. Dissipative term related to viscosity and heat diffusion will not be considered in

the model, but can be reintroduced as perturbation effects.

Acoustic wave propagation generates pressure, density and temperature variations in

the fluid and each variation is proportional to the amplitude of the acoustic wave. Let now

focus on pressure changes, and define

p = P − P0 (2.13)

as the difference between the instantaneous pressure P and the equilibrium pressure P0.
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This will be the physical quantity used to describe the generation of the acoustic wave

in the fluid. The physical laws governing the system are the gas state equation (2.14),

the equations of Navier-Stokes in the absence of viscosity (2.15), the equation of thermal

diffusion (2.16) and the equation of continuity (2.17).

p

ρ
= (γ − 1)

CV
M

T (2.14)

ρ
∂v
∂t

= −
−→
∇p(r, t) (2.15)

ρ
CV
M

∂T

∂t
+ p∇ · v =

∂Q

∂t
(2.16)

− 1

ρ

∂p

∂t
= −∇ · v (2.17)

where CV and CP are the specific heat at constant volume and pressure, γ = CV /CP ,M is

the molar mass of the gas v(r; t) is the velocity vector and Q is the heat produced as a result

of the non-radiative de-excitations of the gas molecules. The physical quantities relative

to the gas that characterize the PA processes are temperature T , pressure p, density ρ

and the three components of v. This complex problem cannot be solved for a general case

and some simplifications must be included, in particular will be considered that changes

of T , p and ρ are usually very small compared to their equilibrium values and the fluid

is assumed to be at rest except for the motion due to the presence of sound. Considering

these assumptions, the fluid velocity v is also small.

Combining Eqs. 2.14, 2.15, 2.16, 2.17 we obtain an inhomogeneous equation that links

the acoustic pressure p and the heat generation rate H. This equation can be written as:

∇2p− 1

c2
∂2p

∂2t
=
γ − 1

c2
∂H

∂t
(2.18)

where c is the velocity of sound and H =
∂Q

∂t
. As it can be easily noticed this equation

has the form of a wave equation for the pressure p, with the heat H as a source term. It is

usually solved for the sinusoidal modulation case by expressing the Fourier transform of p

in terms of the normal acoustic modes pj of the resonators which satisfy the appropriate
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boundary conditions. Therefore:

p(r, ω) =
∑
j

Aj(ω)pj(r) (2.19)

with the normal mode pj being solutions of the homogeneous wave equation:

(
∇2 +

ω2
j

c2

)
pj = 0 (2.20)

pj must satisfy the boundary condition requiring that the gradient of p normal to the cell

wall has to vanish at the wall.

Common PAS experiments involve resonant cells with a cylindrical geometry. If the

laser beam is directed along the axis of the cylindrical PA cell, and in weak absorption

limit, only the radial normal modes can be excited by the source term H. In the simple

case of constant intensity (I) and perfect resonance between laser frequency (ω) and the

j-th cavity normal frequency (ωj) , which is fulfilled in PA spectroscopy experiments, it

can be demonstrated that, by using Fourier transformation properties and orthonormal

conditions, the pressure amplitude for j-th resonant cavity mode is [42]:

Aj(ωj) =
(ω − 1)Qj

ωj
αP

S

V0
(2.21)

where P is the power of the laser beam and S is surface of the cell perpendicular to the

beam, α the absorption coefficient, P is the laser power, Qj quality factor of the resonator,

and V0 is the cell volume. The ratio S/V0 is usually called effective cross section. As

reported in 2.21 the pressure amplitude is inversely proportional to the working frequency

ωj , thus in PAS setup it is important to use mechanical resonators with extremely high

Q-factor, but with very low frequency resonance. Typical quality factor for conventional

PA cell is ≈ 102.

2.2.3 Detection of Photoacoustic signal

In traditional PAS the acoustic wave is detected through the use of a microphone generally

placed in the anti-node of one of the eigenmode of the cavity. The microphone transforms

the sound wave in an electric signal, which is proportional to the amplitude of the sound
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waves. Thus we can write [43]:

S = Rm · p(rm, ω) (2.22)

where S is the electric signal, p(rm, ω) is the pressure of the acoustic wave in the position

of the microphone and Rm is the microphone responsivity. The index m indicates that

the analysis refers to the m-th eigenmode of the cavity. If the Q factor of the selected

resonance is large enough, the contributions of the other resonances to the PA signal can

be neglected.

Assuming that the presence of the microphone does not modify the acoustic modes of

the cavity, Eq. 2.21 can be substituted in Eq. 2.22:

S = Rm
(ω − 1)QjS

ωjV0
pj(rm)αP = CmαP (2.23)

where Cm(ωj) is called cell constant and represents the sensitivity of the whole PA system.

Cm(ωj) depends on the properties of the mechanical resonator (such as volume, Q factor,

etc.), on the frequency (and thus its value is different for the different eigenmodes) and

on the responsivity and position of the microphone. Considering the expression for the

absorption coefficient derived in Eq 2.12, α = cNtotσ, the electric signal S can be calculated

as:

S = CmcNtotσP (2.24)

As a consequence, by measuring the electric response of the PA resonator, the gas concen-

tration (c) can be retrieved:

c =
S

CmNtotσP
(2.25)

Usually the cell constant is not theoretically calculated but measured using a gas mixture

with a known concentration of the gas target.

The minimum measurable concentration is limited by the noise level on the signal.The

sources of noise in these types of measures are numerous and will be discussed in detail in

the next chapters. The minimum concentration detectable is:

cmin =
Smin

CmNtotσP
(2.26)
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where Smin is fixed requiring that the signal S equals the noise. To improve the sensi-

tivity of the apparatus the optical power and the cell constant (i.e. Q-factor, microphone

responsivity, etc.) must be enhanced and the noise reduced.

2.3 On-Beam Quartz-Enhanced Photoacoustic Spectroscopy

Quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) is an alternative approach to pho-

toacoustic detection of trace gas utilizing a quartz tuning fork (QTF) as a sharply resonant

piezoelectric transducer to detect weak photoacoustic excitation and allowing the use of

extremely small volumes [44] [45]. This kind of approach has several advantages. First of

all it removes restrictions imposed on the gas cell by the acoustic resonance conditions due

to the possibility to use the tuning fork as both the resonator and the transducer. Moreover

using a QTF instead of a gas cell and a microphone reduces both costs and dimensions,

because in this configuration all the detecting system is compacted in the tuning fork, and

a cavity to contain the QTF is not essential. In common QEPAS setup however the QTF

is included in a gas cell to gain an additional shield from external interference and to allow

the detection of harmful and toxic gases (Fig 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Typical QEPAS experimental apparatus. Laser source is modulated by a sinusoidal
dither and the produced light is focused between the QTF’s prongs, passing through
micro-resonator tubes to enhance the generated pressure wave. Electric signal pro-
duced by the QTF is read by a computerized electronic unit (CEU) and sent to a
lock-in amplified to be demodulated.
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Acoustically, QTF is a quadrupole, which provide good environmental noise immunity.

The width of resonance for standard QTF at normal pressure is ≈3Hz, so only frequency

components in this narrow spectral band can produce efficient excitation of the QTF

vibrations. Moreover, only the sound waves generated between the prongs of the QTF

produces a piezoelectric signal: sound waves in air at 32kHz have an acoustic wavelength

≈1cm, and thus, if generated by external acoustic sources, such waves when hitting the

QTF tend to apply a force in the same direction on the two prongs spaced by ≈1mm. As

a result, such sound waves do not excite the piezoelectrically active mode in which the

two prongs move in opposite direction and zero electrical response is produced. Hence, the

only way to cause the QTF to resonate via the photoacoustic effect is to produce sound

waves from a source located between the two QTF prongs. The standard way to realize

this condition is to excite the gas molecules using a laser beam focused between the prongs.

The generation of a photoacoustic wave involves the energy transfer from internal to

translational molecular degrees of freedom. This means that if a rotational- vibrational

state is excited, a collision-induced vibrational to translation (V-T) relaxation follows, with

a time constant that for the excited molecule is dependent on the surrounding molecules

and intermolecular interactions. QEPAS measurements are performed using a modulation

frequency for the laser source equal to one of the flexural modes of the QTF, or its sub-

harmonics which are usually characterized by a higher frequency than conventional PAS

gas cell acoustic modes (f < 4kHz). This means that QEPAS measurements are more

sensitive to V-T relaxation time than PAS measurements. As for PAS technique (Eq.

2.23), the QEPAS detected signal can be expressed as:

S ∝ Q · P · α
f

(2.27)

with P the laser power and α the absorption coefficient. For QEPAS system the Q-

factor typically ranges from 104 to 105, depending on the carrier gas and the gas pressure.

Analogously to the PAS system, the minimum concentration detectable is:

cmin =
Smin

CmNtotσP
(2.28)
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with Smin the minimum detectable QEPAS signal.

2.3.1 Piezoelectric effect in quartz crystals

Quartz tuning forks used in QEPAS setup exploit the piezoelectric properties of quartz

crystal. The term piezoelectricity refers to the property of some crystals to directly convert

mechanical stress to electric charge and vice versa. The piezoelectric effect was discovered

by Pierre and Jacques Curie [46], and is a characteristic of non-centrosymmetric crystals.

Piezoelectricity can be found naturally in quartz (SiO2), while it is artificially induced in

ceramic materials, such as barium titanate (BaTiO3), and inorganic compounds, such as

lead zirconate titanate (PZT ). The charge induced in the material is proportional to the

pressure applied to induce the stress, and disappears when the pressure ceases.

From a physical point of view, piezoelectricity is the generation of an electric polar-

ization due to a mechanical stress, the intensity and sign depending on the strain (Fig.

2.6). This effect is named direct piezoelectric effect. Vice versa, the piezoelectric materi-

als respond to an electrical polarization with a mechanical stress, which is realized via a

dimensional variation. This effect is named converse (or inverse) piezoelectric effect.

Figure 2.6: Direct and converse piezoelectric effect.

Figure shows that when the material is subject to a compressive force F the induced

electric polarization vector P results to be parallel to the x-axis reported in picture, while

when the material is subject to an expansion force F the electric polarization P is anti-

parallel to the x-axis (direct piezoelectric effect). Analogously, when the crystal is subject

to opposite electric polarization P , a compression or an expansion occurs (converse piezo-

electric effect). Due to the physics of the phenomenon, the direct piezoelectric effect is
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commonly used for sensing applications, while the converse piezoelectric effect is used for

actuators purposes.

Quartz is the most used material in piezoelectric field. The term quartz refers to a

mineral family with the chemical formula SiO2 and tetrahedral shape (Fig. 2.7), named

silicon dioxide.

Figure 2.7: Crystalline structure of quartz.

Quartz responds to all the principal characteristics required to a piezoelectric material for

sensing applications [47]:

• high piezoelectric coefficient;

• high mechanic resistance and stiffness, but manufacturing ease;

• high stability of the material (i.e. low temperature dependence);

• low production cost.

Quartz has a very low production cost, since it is the second most abundant mineral in

the Earth’s continental crust (12%) [48]. Quartz is practically not soluble in water and

it is resistant to the most acids and bases. Melting point is 1710 °C and the density is

2649kg/m3 at room temperature. Quartz belongs to point class 32 and it exists in two

crystal forms: right-handed (RH) and left-handed (LH) crystals. The name of the two

form is due to their optical activity as waveplates. As shown in Figure 2.8, the two forms

differ by the position of the crystal trapezoidal faces.
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Figure 2.8: Representation of LH (a) and RH (b) quartz. Z-axis represent the optical axis of the
crystal.

2.3.2 QEPAS Spectrophones

Quartz piezoelectricity is broadly used in quartz tuning fork (QTF). A QTF is a resonator

composed by two prongs, usually with a U-shape. Tuning fork were invented in 1711

by John Shore, a British trumpeter for musical purpose, and then developed as quartz

resonator in 1920s by Water Cady. Today are employed in several fields. As resonators

QTFs are characterized by a high stability, low dependence of resonance frequency on

temperature and very high quality factors (104 − 105). Thus are very required in all the

applications needing a stable reference frequency, such as clocks (Fig. 2.9), smartphones,

digital electronics etc. [49]. Thermal stability of quartz guarantees a frequency shift of

0.0006% at environmental temperature, that means that a wristwatch in contact with

human body will lose ∼15 seconds in 30 days.
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Figure 2.9: Standard QTF used in wristwatch.

Standard commercial QTFs have resonance frequency of 215Hz (32 kHz), used as clock

reference. Applications for QTF can be found in density and viscosity sensors [50] [51]

[52], and in atomic force microscope (AFM) [53].

In QEPAS experiments the resonance and transduction tasks are carried out by means

of a spectrophone. The term spectrophone includes both the QTF and the acoustic

microresonator used to increase the effective interaction length between the radiation-

generated sound and the tuning fork.

The acoustic microresonator consists of two metallic tubes aligned perpendicularly

to the QTF plane (dual-tube spectrophone) in an On-beam QEPAS configuration, but

different configurations are possible [54]. The QTF is typically positioned between the

tubes to probe the acoustic vibration excited in the absorbing gas contained inside the

tubes as shown in Figure 2.10 from a side (a) and a top (b) view, respectively.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of a QEPAS spectrophone with dual resonator tubes. (a) Standard on-
beam configuration (b) Upper view of the dual tube resonator.

The acoustic wave generated by the periodic relaxation of the gas molecules is amplified

by the tubes, so that the pressure wave between the QTF prongs is increased and conse-

quently the QEPAS signal is enhanced. The impact of the spectrophone design parameters

on QEPAS performance was investigated in different experimental studies [55] [56].

First QEPAS experiments were performed using the standard QTF employed in com-

mercial watches. Standard QTFs have resonance frequency of 215Hz (32 kHz) and are

characterized by a prong spacing of 300µm. For QEPAS purposes, a standard QTF re-

quires a small laser beam diameter focused between the prongs. In fact, the laser beam

hitting the prongs internal surface causes an undesired non-zero background signal. Reso-

nance frequency lower than 32 kHz would allow a more efficient sound wave generation. For

these reasons, custom QTFs with larger prong spacing and lower resonance frequency have

been designed and realized, also making possible to extend QEPAS technique to the THz

spectral range, in which many gas molecules have their “fingerprints” absorption [57, 58].

Different geometrical parameters for custom QTFs lead to different resonance features.

These characteristics are well predicted by the electro-mechanical model of the tuning fork,

and can be exploited to enhance the detection sensitivity of QEPAS sensors, as briefly

discussed in the next subsections.

Mechanical and electrical model of a QTF

Tuning fork can be considered as a symmetrical acoustic resonator, which means the two

prongs can be treated independently as cantilever beams. The vibration of the fork will
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be considered in the plane which crosses the prongs (flexural vibration modes). Boundary

condition for the vibration can be schematized assuming that one end of the prong is fixed

to a support while the other one is free to move (Fig 2.11).

Figure 2.11: Representation of a cantilever beam fixed at one. The deflection is generated by a
load applied at the free end.

The theoretical model describes the beam as a bidimensional system thus the direction

along the plane perpendicular to the vibration is neglected (z-axis). The dynamics of

beam’s oscillations is described by the Euler–Bernoulli beam equation:

EI
∂4y(x, t)

∂x4
+ ρA

∂2y(x, t)

∂t2
= 0 (2.29)

where I is the moment of inertia E is the Young’s modulus, ρ is the density of the material

and A the section of the cantilever. The flexural resonance frequencies of the cantilever

beam can be obtained by the solutions of Eq.2.29, and can be related to the geometrical

parameters of the beam [59]:

fn =
πT

8
√

12L2

√
E

ρ
ν2n (2.30)

where ν2n are the flexural mode constants, which can be calculated from the model. The

mode constant for fundamental and first overtone resonance frequency are [59]:

ν1 = 1.194, ν2 = 2.988 (2.31)
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It is easy to observe that, in the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the cantilever’s resonance

frequencies depend only on material’s properties (E, ρ) and resonator’s geometry (L, T ).

The solution of Eq.2.29 provide also deformation’s profile of the beam, which are shown in

Figure 2.12 for fundamental and first overtone mode.

Figure 2.12: Graphic representation of deformation’s profile of a cantilever with length L =
17mm, for the first two flexural modes.

Fundamental mode (n = 1) is characterized by a node (x = 0) and an anti-node

(x = L), while the first overtone (n = 2) shows two nodes and two anti-nodes. It can be

demonstrated that the n-th mode of vibration is characterized by a number n of nodes and

anti-nodes.

The Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is usable for an ideal cantilever and does not provide

analytical solutions to calculate losses in the beam. Physically the Q-factor is an indicator

of the energy loss in the system, as it is defined as:

Q =
energy per oscillation

energy losses in oscillation
(2.32)

Thus the quality factor, can’t be calculated analytically from the model. Moreover the

beam theory is developed for a cantilever in vacuum. The presence of a fluid medium can
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be modelled as a perturbation term in Eq.2.29. The effects of the interaction with the

fluids can be summarized in an additional loss factor, which produces a shift in resonance

frequency and introduces a dependence on fluid pressure in the quality factor [60].

The Q-factor for a QTF is usually obtained using electrical properties of the tuning

fork as resonant electric circuit. Assume now that the prong of the tuning fork vibrates in

plane XY , with length L orientated parallel to y-axis, as shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: Graphic representation of a tuning fork with reference system.

Due to the piezoelectric nature of quartz exposed in Section 2.3.1, the deflection of the

prong, u(y) causes a charge accumulation, which varies over time because of the prong’s

oscillation. Since the two prongs of the fork oscillate in opposite directions, electric charges

with the same sign will accumulate on opposite sides, in a quadrupole configuration, as

shown in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14: Top view of the tuning fork with the electrical configuration for the electrodes A and
B. The signs of the accumulated charges are shown.

Accumulated charges are collected using gold electrodes, and their variation on time

produces an electric current I(t), proportional to the velocity of the end of the prongs v(t):

I(t) = βv(t) (2.33)

with β the coupling constant(C/m).
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The QTF can be thus electrically modelled as a RLC resonant circuit. The fundamental

resonance frequency for a RLC circuit is given by [32]:

f1 =
1

2π

√
L

C
(2.34)

where R,L,C are respectively resistance, capacitance and inductance of the circuit and

the Q-factor is given by:

Q =
1

R

√
L

C
(2.35)

Note that at resonance condition the behaviour of the circuit, and so of the QTF, is

purely resistive. Normally in QEPAS setup the electrical parameters (R,L,C) are unknown,

therefore the Q-factor is usually measured reconstructing its resonance curve via electric

characterization and using the formula:

Q =
f

∆f
(2.36)

Electric characterization of the QTF used in the present work, and details of the setup

used for the measurement will be given at Section 3.2.

Acoustic resonators coupling

In on-beam QEPAS spectrophones, two acoustic resonators are acoustically coupled with

the QTF and this coupling depends on the geometrical parameters of the resonators. Since

the QTF geometry is optimized for the specific application, the best coupling conditions

are achieved by playing on micro-resonator tubes geometrical parameters: the internal

diameter (ID) the length of the two tubes and the spacing between the tubes and the

surface of the QTF.

The length of two tubes is correlated with the sound wavelength λ = ν/f , where v

is the speed of the sound (343 m/s in air). If we assume that the left and right tubes

can be considered as a single tube neglecting the gap, each tube should be cut to a λ/4

length to form a half-wave resonator. Instead, if the gap between the tubes is big enough

to make them almost independent, the tube length should be λ/2. Experimental studies

show that the optimal tube length falls between λ/4 and λ/2, because of the small gap
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between the two tubes, the interaction of two resonator tubes and their acoustic coupling

with the QTF, as shown in Figure 2.15. This observation is supported by a decrease in

the Q-factor with respect to the one measured for the bare-QTF. The Q-factor provides

also a measure of the acoustic coupling between the QTF and tubes, since a high-Q QTF

loses energy primarily via coupling to the low-Q tubes [61].

Figure 2.15: Acoustic resonance in two tubes. The picture represents the intermediate case of two
acoustically coupled tubes with a quartz tuning fork between them. The parameter l
is the length corresponding to acoustic resonance in the system, and P is the acoustic
pressure.

The choice of the optimal ID can be related to the QTF prongs spacing. When the

tube diameter is larger than the prongs spacing, the gap between two tubes becomes less

important and the tubes are acoustically coupled with the QTF. When the tube diameter

becomes comparable with the prongs spacing, the acoustic coupling is reduced and the

SNR decreases. The gaps size between the QTF and the tubes is a difficult parameter

to control during the spectrophone assembly and it has a significant effect on its final

performance. With a too large gap, the diverging flow from the two tubes ends cannot

efficiently push against the QTF prong, while when the gap is too small the SNR decreases

because of damping effects generated by the tubes end near to the surface of the QTF.
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2.4 QEPAS employing a pulsed-wave laser source

Quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy is the only laser-based technique that does

not require an optical detector, since the QTF itself acts as an uncooled, wavelength

insensitive detector with negligible power consumption. Therefore, QEPAS is an ideal

technique for the realization of trace gas sensors with low-power consumption, which is

a key-feature for sensors developed for in-situ measurements. These sensors need to be

efficient operating at near room-temperature and to be reliable for long time operation.

The power consumption of a QEPAS gas sensor system could be reduced even further

if operating with pulsed-wave (PW) laser sources, especially PW QCLs, avoiding in this

way the use of cooling systems. In contrast with the continuous-wave QCLs, the line

width of lasers operated in a pulsed mode is broadened due to thermal chirping. The

emitted wavelength of a QCL is indeed strongly dependent on temperature and in the case

of pulsed lasers the sudden onset of electrical dissipation will increase the temperature

during the pulse resulting in a spectral broadening, called chirp. However, for applications

which do not require ultra-high selectivity, i.e. concentration measurements with strongly

pressure-broadened spectroscopic features or measurements at low pressure using well-

isolated absorption lines, a pulsed QCL can be an adequate radiation source.

Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) are characterized by an ultrafast carrier lifetimes on

the order of picoseconds, which means that modulation frequencies can range up to GHz

[62]. Main limitations in the use of pulsed QCLs are related to thermal effects. The

thermal effects in a traditional mid-IR QCL active region are described by the heat diffusion

equation in two dimensions [63]. For frequencies in the order of few tens of kHz and

pulsed duration below 1µs the active region temperature is nearly independent on the pulse

frequency due to the relatively long time between pulses, which allows the active region

to dissipate the heat accumulated during the pulse and recover the heat sink temperature

[64]. Since in QEPAS measurements the modulation frequencies are determined by the

QTF flexural mode resonances (typically <40 kHz), to limit the QCL temperature increase

the only parameter to work with is the pulse duration. For pulse-widths in the order of

tens of nanoseconds, negligible active region heating occurs. Above this value, the active

region temperature can increase of tens of °C.
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DFB QCLs operating in pulsed mode suffer a blue-shift respect to the emission wave-

length at continuous wave mode due to the lower dissipated electrical power which cor-

responds to lower active region temperatures. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that

operating in pulsed mode, a broadening of the emission occurs because of current-induced

self-heating of the QCL during each pulse. With QCLs in continuous-wave operation, it

is possible to obtain linewidths of less than 1MHz, usually limited by the spectral noise

induced by the current driver. In pulsed operation, the smallest linewidth (obtained with

<10ns-long pulses) lies in the few hundreds of MHz range.

The use of pulsed QCLs is a new frontier in QEPAS-based experiments, even if some

attempt have been made employing external cavity (EC) QCLs ([65]), optical parametric

oscillator (OPO) ([66]) and a CW distributed feedback (DFB) QCL driven by a custom-

made current pulse generator ([67]). These experiments show the feasibility of a pulsed-

QEPAS setup in different experimental conditions.

In this thesis work, a novel pulsed-wave laser source-based QEPAS sensor will be de-

veloped, employing a dual resonator tubes coupled custom QTF, targeting the spectral

bands of N2O and CH4 in the spectral range from 1190 to 1340µm . In Figure 2.16 a

schematic of the designed sensor is shown. The final aim is to develop a real-time, low

power consumption, highly-compact sensor capable of in-situ monitoring of broadband ab-

sorbers and to be employed in environmental protection, human health, homeland security

and other fields of application.

Figure 2.16: Schematic of the designed sensor. Part of the QCL-based broadband source is shown,
as well as the beam produced (purple), QEPAS cell (orange) and quartz tuning fork
(yellow) with resonator tube (light blue).



Chapter 3

Experimental setup

In Figure 3.1 is depicted the schematic of the experimental setup used in this thesis work.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the experimental setup. Black lines indicate electrical connections,
while blue lines mimics the gas tubes. The golden line indicates the array of cables
use to drive the laser source. ADM-Acoustic Detection Module, TEC-Temperature
Controller, DAQ-Data Acquisition, P-Pinhole, L-Lens, PM-Power Meter, QCLs-
Quantum Cascade Lasers.

The non-commercial light source was provided by Pendar Technologies and consists in

an array of 32 quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) operated in pulsed wave mode (PW), that
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is a main difference compared with the light source typically employed in a QEPAS setup

(continuous-wave sources). According to the array design, the 32 lasers have emitting

wavelength decreasing with the device number, in the range from 1190cm−1 to 1340cm−1

(7.5-8.4µm). The lasers can be switched on one by one or more than one at the same

time, as the devices are controlled via a dedicated software. The source is equipped with

a built-in temperature control system, employing a thermoelectric cooler (TEC), without

needing of any external water chiller. Both TEC and pulser are controlled by a LabVIEW-

based software. The pulser repetition frequency f0 is externally triggered by a waveform

generator (Wavetek Model 29).

The laser beam passes through a pinhole and is subsequentially focused between the

prongs of a custom quartz tuning fork (QTF) by using of a biconvex ZnSe lens, having

focal length of 50mm, diameter of 1” and an antireflection (AR) coating optimized for

operation in the 7-12µm spectral range. As shown in Figure 3.2, the QTF is housed inside

a custom acoustic detection module (ADM), consisting in a stainless-steel vacuum-tight

cell. The QTF is acoustically coupled with two micro-resonator tubes for amplification of

sound waves generated by the absorbing gas. The ADM is equipped with two amplification

purposes. The ADM is equipped with two connectors for the gas inlet and outlet and two

7-12µm AR coated ZnSe windows allowing laser beam propagation with small losses. For

alignment purposes, the ADM is mounted on a 5-axis micrometric handling system (three

translational and two rotational axes) and two additional windows allow chamber top and

side view.

Figure 3.2: Photograph of the ADM used in the experiment. The QTF inside the ADM can be
seen through the window. The laser beam passes through the ADM from left to right.
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The electric signal produced by the QTF is converted in a voltage signal by a tran-

simpedance amplifier (gain x30 with feedback resistance Rfb = 10MΩ). The amplified

signal is demodulated at f0 by a lock-in amplifier (EG&G Instruments 7265), whose ana-

log output signal is converted in a digital one by a USB data acquisition (DAQ) device

(National Instruments myDAQ) and recorded on a personal computer via a LabVIEW-

based software. Further details about the functioning principles of the lock-in amplifier

can be found in Appendix A.

The target gas is pumped into the gas line by means of a rotative pump (Adixen Pascal

2021SD). As an inert gas with no absorption lines in in the mid-IR spectral range, nitrogen

(N2)is used as gas mixtures carrier. The flow rate and the pressure of the gas mixture

entering the ADM were regulated by using a Brook Instruments flow rate controller and

a MKS pressure controller (Type 649). A photograph of the experimental setup core is

shown in Figure 3.3 .

Figure 3.3: Photograph of the experimental setup core realized in this work.
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3.1 Light source operation principles and performance de-

scription

In this section, a description of the laser source employed in the work will be presented.

First, the general theory of QCLs emission in mid-IR spectral range will be proposed, and

the principles of distributed feedback lasers with issues related to the operation of a DFB

array will be presented. Then, its main technical characteristics will be discussed. Finally,

a complete characterization of the source will be provided. The characterization will cover

spectral and optical characteristics, including lasers power output and beam shape.

3.1.1 Fundamentals of Quantum Cascade Lasers

Mid-infrared quantum cascade lasers (mid-IR QCLs) are unipolar semiconductor lasers

that utilize resonant tunneling and optical transitions between electronic states in the con-

duction band of a multi-quantum-well heterostructure. Starting from the first experimental

application, this kind of source has found a primary use in mid-infrared spectroscopy and

gas sensing. [44, 68]

Common semiconductor diode lasers rely on transitions between energy bands in which

conduction band electrons and valence band holes radiatively recombine across the band

gap. Therefore the material band gap essentially determines the emission wavelength.

Band structure engineering allows this physical constraint to be overcome by exploiting

electron intersubband radiative transitions in the superlattices. [69]

Semiconductor superlattices consist of a periodic sequence of alternately grown nano-

metric layers of two different semiconductor materials. Since the emission wavelength is

completely determined by quantum confinement, this wavelength can be tailored over a

wide spectral range from the mid-IR to the sub-millimeter wave region using the same het-

erostructure material. Population inversion, matrix elements, scattering times and trans-

port are designed for optimum performance. [70]

As the multi-quantum-well structure causes the overlap of the wavefunctions of the

single quantum wells, wavefunctions reorganize in minibands. By applying an electric

polarization to the structure, a resonant cascading scheme for conduction band electrons
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can be achieved, as shown in Figure 3.4. Electrons are accelerated by the electric field and

propagate through a sequence of stages. Each stage is composed by an injection region,

that allow the tunneling of the electrons, and an active region where the photon emission

occurs.

Figure 3.4: Cascading scheme induced by electrical polarization. Upper energy levels of quantum
wells become resonant with lower energy levels of adjacent one.

Optical transitions obtained by using the presented cascade scheme need for high elec-

tric fields and exhibit space-charge effects caused by charge injection and problems in

reaching the population inversion necessary for lasing since the ground state is always

populated. These issues can be avoided by scattering of electrons with longitudinal op-

tical (LO) phonons corresponding to the reticular oscillation in which the ions vibrate in

antiphase. Due to the highly efficient electron-LO phonon scattering, the lifetime of the

energy levels resonant with the non- radiative transition (τLO ≈ 1ps) is much smaller than

the energy levels resonant with the radiative one (τrad ≈ 10− 100ns) [69]. As a result the

population inversion is reached, as shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Stimulated emission by population inversion. Non-radiative lifetime of level 2 is
much smaller than radiative one, so it is immediately depopulated. (b) Scheme of
phononic (straight line) and photonic (wavy line) relaxation of the energy levels. [69]

3.1.2 Distributed feedback quantum cascade laser arrays

Common semiconductor laser devices (including quantum cascade lasers) based on Fabry-

Perot cavities exhibit a relatively broadband and multimodal behavior. However, for many

applica- tions, as gas spectroscopy, a single mode light source is requested. With this

aim, two different configurations have been implemented: external cavity (EC) [71, 72]

and distributed feedback (DFB) QCLs [73, 74].In the first configuration, the QCL chip is

mounted inside an external cavity with a rotating diffraction grating that provides tunable,

single-mode operation. External cavity lasers are usually broadly tunable and offer a

larger spectral range compared to DFB sources, but are complex to build. High-quality

antireflection coatings and piezoelectric controller system to vary the cavity length ensuring

a mode-hop free tuning are needed and the internal alignment is critical. In contrast, DFB

QCLs are easy to be micro-fabricated in large quantities and are very compact, usually few

millimeters in length. Although this kind of sources show a good single-mode operations,

the tunability of a single device is limited to temperature tuning, usually ≈ 0.1cm−1/K

[74]. Temperature tuning mainly originates from the change of the effective refractive index

of the bulk constituent materials with temperature.

In DFB lasers feedback is provided by the backward Bragg scattering caused by periodic

perturbations of the refractive index and/or the gain of the laser medium itself. The effects

of such a periodic structure can be explained using a coupled-wave model [75].Consider

two waves propagating in opposite directions through the periodic structure, as shown in

Figure 3.6. While crossing the periodic structure, each wave receives light from the counter-
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propagating wave via Bragg scattering, triggering a feedback mechanism distributed all

along the periodic structure.

Figure 3.6: Illustration of the principles of the coupled-wave model for Bragg grating.

Since the Bragg reflection occurs for wavelengths λB = 2nΛ, where Λ is the diffraction

grating periodicity, a high spectral selectivity is guaranteed.

As a periodic variation in the refractive index of a material, the Bragg grating can be

seen as a one-dimensional photonic crystal which gives rise to a photonic band-gap around

the Bragg frequency. The DFB structure supports the lasing from both the sides of this

gap, allowing two different lasing modes. These modes are usually referred to as low-

frequency mode, which is more concentrated in the higher index part of the grating, and

high-frequency mode, which is more concentrated in the lower index part of the grating.

Although characterized by the lowest lasing threshold, only one mode dominates and is

emitted from the cavity due to different waveguide losses inside the cavity.

The main restriction in DFB-QCLs use is the intrinsic limited tunability, obtained by

changing the operating temperature and/or the injected current. In order to overcome

these limitations, an array structure has been recently developed [76, 77, 78], grown by

metal–organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) with extremely high crystal quality.

A DFB QCLs array is a device composed by different laser sources with closely spaced

emission wavelengths inside the gain bandwidth of the bulk material, fabricated monolithi-

cally on the same chip and driven individually by a computerized microelectronic controller

[76]. A SEM picture of a QCLs DFB array is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: (a) SEM image of an array with 32 lasers. The diagonal stripes are individual laser
ridges, and there are wirebonds connected to bonding pads in the upper right portion
of the image. The white bar corresponds to 1mm. (b) Magnified view of the laser
ridges with the front facet of each laser visible. The white bar corresponds to 100µm.
[77].

In this thesis work a DFB-QCLs array composed by 32 devices was used. The 32

laser ridges are grown along parallel directions, with a spacing of 100 µm. The overall

DFB-QCLs array dimension is ≈ 3mm.

In a DFB-QCLs array, all the devices must emit the same DFB-mode (low-frequency or

high-frequency mode), because equidistant and increasing frequencies laser emissions are

required. The waveguide losses can be calculated from the imaginary part of the effective

refractive index for each mode, depending on the QCL material and the Bragg grating

parameters.

Moreover, end facet mirrors dramatically contribute to the total losses. In fact facet

mirrors give rise to reflections that constructively or destructively interfere with the DFB

modes in the laser cavity and the effect of the end facet mirrors is largest when both the

mirrors are positioned over a peak or a node of the electric field amplitude of the DFB

mode. If the mirrors are placed over a peak, there is a constructive interference, which leads

to smaller total losses; conversely, if mirrors are placed over a node there is a destructive

interference which leads to higher total losses. Usually the position of the end facet in

a DFB structure is random, and this also applies to a DFB array, but it can be reduced

using an over-coupled structure [77]. The effect of different mirror positions over different

coupled cavity is shown in Figure 3.8, where the difference between the total losses of the
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high and low-frequency modes is simulated as a function of the end mirrors positions, for

two different coupling strengths. The positions of the mirrors are indicated by a phase,

which can range between 0 and π, corresponding respectively to a trough or a peak in

the grating. In the simulation, low-coupling (Figure 3.8a) and over-coupling (Figure 3.8b)

conditions between the counter propagating waves have been considered.

Figure 3.8: Simulation of the total losses difference between the high and low-frequency as a
function of the end mirrors positions, in case of moderate-coupling (a) and over-
coupling condition (b)[77].

In over-coupling condition, it can be observed that high-frequency mode emission is

obtained in 95% of mirrors positions combinations, ensuring a high spectral purity. More-

over, the single mode output could be improved using anti-reflection coatings at the end

facets, allowing the use of lower couplings, leading to higher peak power [77].

Up to now, symmetric mirrors positions have been discussed, considering the mirrors

either on the peak or on the tough of the electric field amplitude of the DFB mode. It can

be shown that the maximum asymmetry arises when an end facet is positioned over a peak

of electric field while the other one is positioned over a trough. For a single DFB-QCL,

this results in a large variability in the output intensity, with orders of magnitude in range

depending on the position of the mirrors. This effect also occurs in an array of DFB-QCLs

because all the end mirrors have random positions with respect to the different gratings,

resulting in a large difference in the optical power of the different lasers. With the aim

of removing this variability, an engineering of the growth process is necessary, in order to

make the laser cavity facet corresponding to the local grating of each laser in the array.

Moreover it is possible to reduce the reflectivity of both mirror facets with antireflection

coatings, reducing the impact of mirror positioning [77]
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3.1.3 QCLs array control system

The DFB-QCLs array is controlled by a LabVIEW-based software provided by Pendar

Technologies. The software includes a TEC controller and a Pulser controller, allowing a

complete control of the laser source.

The TEC controller manages the operating temperature of the array by employing a

Peltier cooler, which exploits the thermoelectric effect to heat or refrigerate the plate where

the array is placed. The thermoelectric effect (also named Peltier effect) consists in the

generation of a thermal gradient at the junction of two different conductors when a voltage

difference is applied. Usually a TEC device is made of many p-n junctions electrically

connected in series and thermally connected in parallel between two metal surfaces, as

shown in Figure 3.9. Depending on the current direction, heat flows from the top side to

the bottom one or vice-versa, heating or cooling the surface where the device is placed.

Figure 3.9: Illustration of the Peltier effect. Here p-doped and n-doped semiconductors, that show
different Peltier coefficients, are used. The current flow induces a thermal gradient
whose heats or cools the surface.

The pulser controller manages the laser emission. The software allows to control at the

same time the operating voltage of the QCLs and the pulse parameters, such as repetition

frequency and pulsewidth. The repetition frequency is set as the software trigger, which

can be chosen as internal or external. In order to set the frequency with a high precision,

an external trigger, provided by a waveform generator, has been used.

The external trigger frequency is set equal to the overtone resonance frequency of the

QTF at atmospheric pressure, which is ≈ 25391Hz, as shown in details in Section 3.2. The
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pulsewidth of the emitted radiation is set at 300ns, resulting in a duty cycle, defined as

D.C. =
pulsewidth

period
, of 0.75%. The selected pulsewidth corresponds to the pulsewidth

generating the maximum electrical power that can be supported by the TEC, avoiding an

overheating of the device. It is worth noting that a small duty cycle corresponds to a low

power consumption, one of the main features of the developed pulsed wave QEPAS sensor.

The described software interface is shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: LabVIEW software interface. (Left) Temperature controller. (Right) Pulser con-
troller.

3.1.4 Electrical, optical and spectral characterization of the QCLs array

For each laser source, the polarization voltage can be set by using the software. By varying

the applied voltage, the optical output power can be monitored, device-by-device. As

representative, in Figure 3.11a the electrical (current-voltage, I-V) and optical (optical

power-voltage, L-V) characteristic curves of QCL #25 is shown.

The optical powers were acquired using Ophir Nova II power-meter, placed in front of

the output facet of the laser array. The instrument is designed to operate with CW laser

source so that it integrates the power produced by the PW source over a time interval.

The integration time was set to Tint=3s.

The I-V curve of QCL #25 is linear above the laser threshold (13.5V ; 1.1A) until 20V,

which represents the maximum operating value. Each laser of the array is characterized

by a different maximum voltage value. The maximum operating voltages are plotted in
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Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: (a) I-V (black) and L-V (blue) characteristic for device #25. Power shows on y-axis
is measured with a power-meter set to an integration time of T=3s. (b) Plot of the
maximum operating voltage for each laser of the DFB-QCLs array.

The DFB-QCLs array has been spectrally characterized using a Fourier-transform in-

frared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectrometer (Thermo Nicolet 470) placed in front of the

output facet of the DFB-QCLs array. The emission spectrum for each laser of the array

were recorded and the FTIR intensity for each device was normalized to the related maxi-

mum value. The results are shown in Figure 3.12. The instrument spectral resolution was

0.0125cm−1. The laser emission ranges from 1190cm−1 to 1340cm−1 (7.5-8.4µm). Almost

all device are single-mode, even if some devices show a multi-mode behavior. The spectra

were fitted using a Gaussian function and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) were

calculated, varying between 0.89cm−1 and 1.52cm−1. The wavenumber corresponding to

the intensity peak was extracted from the raw spectrum.
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Figure 3.12: Plot of the normalized intensity recorded for each device over the wavenumbers of
the signal.

The emission wavelength of each QCL can be tuned with temperature. The temperature

tuning was performed for each device, and temperature tuning coefficient was calculated by

recording the wavenumber corresponding to the intensity peak, as a function of operation

temperature. An average temperature tuning coefficient of 0.09cm−1/°C was estimated.

As representative, the Gaussian fit of the spectrum acquired at 20V and 25°C for device

#24, together with its wavelength tuning as a function of the temperature are shown in

Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: (Upper panel) Gaussian fit (red solid line) of the normalized emission spectrum
(black solid line) of device #24 over the wavenumbers of the signal. (Lower panel)
Temperature tuning of peak wavelength emission of device #24. From the linear fit
a tuning temperature coefficient of 0.09cm−1/°C was calculated, while the intercept
represents the estimated emission wavelength at 0°C.
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3.1.5 Beam profile characterization

The characteristics of the laser beam profiles were analyzed, in order to optimize the setup

design, to guarantee single-mode Gaussian-like beams to be focused between the QTF

prongs and to avoid laser light hitting the prongs internal surfaces. The main issues in the

laser beam profiles were the presence of a secondary spot, a shift of the beam position at

fixed distance from the source while switching between different QCLs and the rotation of

each beam profile along the propagation direction. The beam profiles have been acquired

by a Pyroelectric-effect camera (Spiricon Pyrocam III) with pixel size of 100 µm x 100 µm.

Almost all QCLs show the presence of a secondary spot in the emission. Five devices were

taken as representatives, i.e. #6, #11, #15, #22 and #27. The presence of a secondary

spot could lead to an undesired additional photothermal-induced background signal when

touch the prong. The beam profiles acquired at the output of the laser source and at a

distance dcam = 15cm far from the sources are shown in the left and right panels of Figure

3.14, respectively. The camera was fixed while QCL emission switches from one device

to the other. In the right panel of Figure 3.14 no secondary spots have been observed

for samples #22 and #27, while secondary spots appear for QCLs #6, #11, and #15,

about 4mm distant from the primary ones, due to a small divergence with respect to the

propagation direction of primary spots. Therefore, a pinhole can be placed far enough

from the laser source in order to eliminate secondary spots.
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Figure 3.14: Beam shape at the exit of the laser source (left) and at a distance dcam = 15cm
from source (right). For the first three devices an evident secondary spot appears.
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Figure 3.14 shows also the change in position of the beam on the camera when switching

the laser devices. This effect is related to difficulties arising in beam combining all 32

devices in the array, which are designed to emit in a collinear way, except for fabrication

defects and are separated from each other by ≈100µm, as shown in Figure 3.15. The beam

profile of each device was acquired by the pyrocamera set at a fixed distance from the

source. As an example, the position of the beam center and the beam diameter, along

the x-axis and y-axis (represented as a bar), for the devices #6, #11, #15, #22 and #27,

measured at 15cm far from the laser source, is reported in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15: Plot of beam position. The black dots represent the beam position on the camera
chip, while the error bars represent the beam diameters. Beam position acquired d
= 15cm far from the source along x-axis (left) and along y-axis (right).

The graph shows shifts of the center positions of less than ≈500µm, both for x-axis and

y-axis. It is important to note that devices present different beam dimensions, which can

reach 3.5mm along the x-axis and 2.5mm along the y-axis. The different positions of the

beam centers can make critical the optical alignment of the laser beam into the QEPAS

sensor and may introduce an additional background signal due to the radiation that hits the

internal surface of the prongs of the QTF or the micro-resonator tubes. Along the beam

propagation a rotation of the beam was observed. All beams show the same elliptical

orientation and rotate their orientation over a distance as long as 60cm. The rotation of

laser #27 is show in Figure 3.16. As can be observed, the beam shape recorded at the

output of the array (dcam = 2.5cm) is elliptical with major axis along x-axis, while the

beam shape recorded far from the source (dcam = 45cm) results to be elliptical with major

axis along y-axis. For each laser device a distance from the source where the beam shape
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becomes circular exists. This position differs from one laser to the others. The rotation

occurs at shorter distances for devices positioned at the end of the array, rather than the

ones positioned at the beginning. For example, for device #27 the circular shape occurs

at a distance dcam = 27cm.

Figure 3.16: Rotation of beam #27. (left) Near the array output (centre), at circular beam shape
position (right) and far from the array output.

The pinhole was placed at a distance of dpin = 12cm far from the source: at this

distance the secondary spot is efficiently removed while guaranteeing that no one of the

beams had already rotated its major axis (x-axis).

The laser beams emitted by the array are focused between the prongs of the QTF. As

mentioned in Section 3, a ZnSe lens with focal length f = 50mm and diameter 1” has been

used. The lens has been placed behind the pinhole at a distance dlens = 15cm from the

DFB-QCLs array. For representative samples, the laser beam profile was acquired in the

focal plane of the lens. The acquisition were made both with and without the pinhole and

the results are shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Beam profiles acquired in the focal plane of the lens (f = 50mm). The lens was
placed at a distance dlens = 15cm from the QCL sources. (Left) Beam shapes
acquired without the pinhole. (Right) Beam shapes acquired with the pinhole.
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By properly aligning the pinhole, the secondary spots are suppressed. In order to mea-

sure the beam diameters in the lens focal plane the raw data acquired by the pyrocamera

were processed. The intensity profiles were normalized and fitted with Gaussian curves.

The beam diameters were extracted by measuring the width of the Gaussian curve at 0.1

intensity. The Gaussian fit for QCL #27 is shown in Figure 3.18, for x-axis and y-axis.

Figure 3.18: Gaussian fit of beam #27. The data were extracted from the matrix of raw data
registered by the camera selecting the row and the column with the maximum inten-
sity. (Left) Gaussian fit of beam diameter on x-axis. (Right) Gaussian fit of beam
diameter on y-axis.

Graphs in Figure 3.19 show the position of the focused beam center and the focused

beam diameter, for the devices #6, #11, #15, #22 and #27, on x-axis and y-axis.

Figure 3.19: Plot of beam diameter acquired in the lens focal planes. The black dots represent the
beam position over the camera, while the error bars represent the beam diameters.
(Left) Beam diameters over x-axis. (Right) Beam diameters over y-axis.
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Maximum diameters of about 500µm along the x-axis and about 700µm along the y-

axis were measured. The beam dimensions in the focal plane of the lens are smaller than

the prong spacing (800µm), the shift of the beam position when switching for one laser to

another is negligible in x direction while it is reduced to no more than 100µm in y direction.

The pinhole causes a reduction of the available optical power, due to both to the secondary

spot suppression and the beam tails reshaping. In Figure 3.20 the optical power for each

laser of the DFB-QCLs array measured with and without the pinhole is reported. The

computed optical power losses are listed in Table 3.1. The optical powers were acquired in

the focal plane of the lens with the power-meter (Ophir Nova II) with the same settings

used in Section 3.1.4 (Tint = 3s).

Figure 3.20: Plot of normalized power acquired with the power-meter. (Black squares) Normalized
power acquired without the pinhole in the optical path. (Red dots) Normalized power
acquired with the pinhole in the optical path.
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Table 3.1: Table of optical power losses, in percentage, for each devices of DFB-QCLs array.

Lasers #1 and #2, the closest to the edge of material gain curve, had low power

emission (less than 1% of maximum power, comparable with background noise) and were

not included in the analysis. Laser from #5 to #15, which were characterized by an evident

secondary spot and by bigger dimensions, show greater losses than lasers from #16 to #28,

whose size was smaller and which did not show an appreciable secondary spot.

To verify the alignment of the QEPAS system, the pyrocamera was finally fixed after

the ADM, at a distance d ≈ 7cm from the lens focal plane, and the beam profiles were

acquired when the laser was focused out of the QTF and between the prongs. As an

example, the device #27 beam profiles are shown in Figure 3.21 .

Figure 3.21: Beam profile (#27) acquired besides the ADM when the laser was focused (Left)
outside the QTF prongs and (Right) between the QTF prongs. The acquisitions
were made at a distance d = 7cm from focal plane.
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3.2 Custom QTF characteristics

In the present work a custom QTF has been used. The geometrical characteristics of the

diapason are shown in Table 3.2, with a comparison with standard-QTF. Compared with

the standard QTF, a larger prong spacing (1mm) has been selected, in order to allow all

the laser beams to be focused between the prongs without hitting their internal surface.

Table 3.2: Comparison of geometrical characteristics between standard QTF and custom QTF
used in this work.

The diapason fabrication was realized by etching a Z-cut quartz wafer according to

Z-cut. The Z-cut is perpendicular to the crystal’s prismatic planes identified by the z-axis.

The cut is made with a 2° degrees angle respect to the x-y plane providing stable frequency

at room temperature and is essential for correct piezoelectric modes activation. After this

first operation the geometry of the QTF is defined by a sequence of lithographic techniques.

Once the quartz is cut and the development procedures are completed, a chromium/gold

mask is coated on the Z-cut wafer through an electron-beam evaporation procedure. The

procedure is made in a vacuum chamber with a vacuum level of 5 · 10−6Torr, with a

deposition rate of 2Å/s for chromium and of 8Å/s for gold. The chromium layer is 600Å

thick and is used as promoter for the adhesion of the 2000Å thick gold layer that is the

actual contact which will collect the electrical charge induced over the surface of the QTF

by the mechanical stress [79].

The overall dimensions of the QTF in the x-y plane are 3.3cm x 0.4cm including the

base of the fork. A picture of the QTF used in the experiment is shown in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.22: Photograph of the custom QTF employed in the QEPAS sensor. The dimensions of
the tuning fork are labeled in the picture with the reference system used.

To evaluate the resonance frequency and the quality factor of the tuning fork, the QTF

was electrically excited. The characterization was performed at atmospheric pressure and

at ambient room temperature and the QTF first overtone flexural mode was investigated.

The transimpedance pre-amplifier is polarized with a voltage supply maintaining an output

of ±6V. The QTF is excited with a sinusoidal signal with amplitude of 240mVpp. Starting

from 25362Hz the exciting signal frequency was varied over a span of 60Hz. In proximity

of resonance frequency the scan was performed with steps of 0.1Hz.

While excited, the QTF exhibits a mechanic movement which generates an electrical

charge accumulation. The generated electric charges are collected by the gold contact

and the current signal is transduced in a voltage signal by the pre-amplifier. The signal

is demodulated by a lock-in amplifier. The measured QTF signal as a function of the

frequency of the input signal is plotted in Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23: Plot of the bare QTF electrical signal as a function of the excitation frequency. The
red line represents the Lorentzian fit.

The data were fitted with a Lorentzian curve. The resonance frequency obtained by

the fit is fatm = 25392.57Hz, while the resonance width of the tuning fork, calculated as

the waist of the Lorentzian curve, is ∆f = 1.21Hz. The quality factor Q, defined as the

ratio f/∆f , is Qatm = 20900 . The discrepancy in the offset levels (≈ 2mV ) on the two

sides of the resonance curve are due to the parasitic capacity induced by the welding of

the QTF to the support.

For the QTF used in the present work, it has been proved that [54] the highest SNR

is obtained using two micro-resonator tubes with an ID of 1.52mm and a length of 5.3mm

placed at a distance from the QTF dgap = 140µm. The tube length is an intermediate

value between λ/4 = 3.38mm and λ/2 = 6.75mm. The tubes are placed on a V-groove

whose height corresponds to the QTF anti-node point.

The electric characterization of the QTF coupled with the microresonator tubes has

been performed, and the results are shown in Figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.24: Plot of the electrical signal of the QTF coupled with the microresonator tubes as a
function of the excitation frequency. The red line represents the Lorentzian fit.

The data were fitted by using a Lorentzian curve. The resonance frequency obtained by

the fit is fatm = 25390.63Hz, while the resonance width of the tuning fork is ∆f = 2.41Hz.

Therefore, the quality factor Q is Qcoupledatm = 10535. Comparing those results with the

ones obtained for the bare QTF, a shift on the resonance frequency of about 2Hz has

been observed, as well as an enlargement of the resonance width and the halving of the

quality factor. These effects are related to the acoustic coupling between the two different

resonators, the tubes and the tuning fork.
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3.3 Gas line and handling system

The gas line diagram is shown in Figure 3.25.

Figure 3.25: Schematic of the gas line used in the experiment.

The gas line starts from two gas cylinders containing, respectively, the gas to be de-

tected, N2O or CH4, and the diluting gas, N2 as a carrier gas in the mid-IR spectral range,

which are pumped inside the gas line by a rotative pump. The flow rate of the gas entering

the ADM is controlled by two flow-controllers (Brook Instrument) having maximum flow

rate of 50sccm. A LabVIEW-based software allows the flow rates to be set to a selected

value. The gas pressure is controlled by a MKS Type 649 controller, which regulates the

pressure inside the gas line (by also means of vacuum pump, an Adixen Pascal 2021SD

rotative pump) and allows to read the actual flow rate in the line.

Different gas target concentrations Xt can be obtained by varying the gas target and

nitrogen flow rates, Qt and Qg respectively, while keeping the total flow f fixed. The

following equations have been used:

a · ηt ·Qt = Xt(a ·Qt + b ·Qd)

a ·Qt + b ·Qd = f

(3.1)
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where a and b are the coefficients determining the actual flow rates of the gas target and the

diluent gas and ηt is the certified concentration of gas target in the cylinder. In this thesis

work, two gas targets were used, CH4 and N2O, starting from certified concentrations of

1000ppm (0.1%) and 10000ppm (1%), respectively. The concentrations used in this work

ranged from 400ppm (0.04%) to 1000ppm (0.1%) in order to compare the measurements for

the two gases, considered that CH4 set the maximum usable concentration to 1000ppm,

while the minimum achievable concentration was set by the minimum aperture of the

flow-rate controller for the N2O (a = 2.4%).



Chapter 4

Experimental results and discussion

In this chapter, the obtained experimental results and the related data analysis will be

presented. Data acquisition has been divided in three main sections. In the first section,

the optical noise analysis will be presented together with the evaluation of the background

noise for the measurements. In the second and in the third sections, the experimental

procedures and the collected data for N2O and CH4, respectively, will be presented and

discussed.

All the measurements have been performed in a steady-state flow condition. The flow

intensity was set to 30sccm, in order to produce a sufficiently strong flow but avoiding

gas turbulences within the ADM. The flow-rate controllers, whose maxi- mum flow-rate

was 50sccm, where set to different percentage apertures in order to obtain the desired

concentration mixture between the target and the carrier gas. The error on the aperture

of the flow-rate controllers was ≈ 0.02%.

The experimental operation pressure was set to 1atm using the pressure controller

(MKS). This pressure has been chosen to demonstrate the sensor suitability for open field

measurements.

The QCLs were operated at the maximum operative voltage. The laser pulser frequency,

set externally using the waveform generator, was set to 25391.2Hz. This value corresponds

to the QTF first overtone resonance frequency The lasers pulsewidth was set to 300ns,

according to preliminary measurements reported in Section 3.1.3.

The error on the QCLs central wavenumbers was determined by the resolution of the

FTIR (0.125cm−1), while the errors on the QEPAS signal are determined as the standard
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deviation of the acquired signals.

The integration time of the lock-in amplifier was set to 100ms, while the acquisition

time set on the LabVIEW based software used to read the lock-in signal was set to 300ms.

The integration time was set in relation to the response time of the QTF oscillator (τ),

which is the time needed for the vibration amplitude to decay to 1/e of the initial value,

given by the formula [65]:

τ =
Q

πf
(4.1)

where f is the resonance frequency (≈ 25kHz) and Q is the related quality factor (≈

104). Consequently, the response time of a QTF in ambient air is ≈100ms. Uncorrelated

measurements can be taken in ≈300ms intervals, which is the acquisition time set. The

demodulation operation is performed in 1-f mode, i.e., the demodulation frequency is the

same used to modulate the signal.

4.1 Optical noise analysis

In QEPAS experiments there are different noise sources, which determine a limitation in

the sensitivity of the sensor. These noise sources come from the individual components of

the whole sensor and can be divided in two classes.

The first class includes the noise induced by thermal excitation of QTF symmetric

mode, i.e., the energy kT stored in the fork’s vibration, and the noise induced by electronic

noise produced by the feedback resistor in the transimpedance amplifier circuit which

creates a frequency-independent noise background [44]. The second class is related to the

laser-induced noise and includes the background signal produced by the laser beam hitting

the prongs of the QTF or the microresonator tubes and also the noise generated by power

and temperature fluctuations of laser source. Thermal noise is the minimum noise level of

the detector and cannot be removed, while the pre-amp electronic noise is determined by

the electronic components and could be lowered by developing an ad hoc pre-amp. Noise

induced by laser hitting the prongs can be reduced by careful optical alignment of the

sensor and properly selecting the QTF dimensions, mostly the prongs spacing.

Noise evaluation was performed in pure N2, since no related absorption occurs in the

mid-IR spectral range. The lock-in signal produced by the QTF when the laser was
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switched off was acquired and a statistical analysis on the recorded data was performed,

extracting the mean value of the signal and its standard deviation. The analysis was

performed on 80 data points. A noise level of 2µV ± 2µV was measured with the lasers

off.

Optical noise was measured by switching on each device of the QCLs array. Results of

the statistical analysis are shown in Figure 4.1. In the graph the dots represent the offset

level of noise, while the error bars represent the standard deviation.

Figure 4.1: Noise level for each device of the QCLs array. Black dots represent mean noise level
calculated over the sample of 80 data points, while error bars represent the standard
deviation of the acquired measure.

The graph shows that, except for #18, devices in the central region of the QCLs array

exhibit a higher optical noise level respect to the more external devices (apart for #27).

This trend is similar to the that d of the QCLs optical power (Fig. 3.20). As a further

analysis the calculated noise levels were compared with the corresponding devices power

and the ratio between these two quantities is shown in in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of noise level divided for the absolute power of each device of the array.

The plot shows clearly data points densifying around the value 1.75±7.4·10−3V/W ,which

means that the offset noise level is generally proportional to the QCLs optical power.

The obtained results thus show that the use of a pinhole strongly reduces the amount

of laser power touching the QTF+tubes system. It is worth to notice that device #27

shows a high noise level compared to its absolute power. This can be related to the large

beam diameter (Fig. 3.19) and to a mismatch in the alignment of the beam respect to the

microresonator tubes, mainly optimized using a central-positioned device (#16).

It is worth noticing that the noise level mean-value represents an offset that can be

removed in post processing analysis (once the stability of a long time is demonstrated),

while its standard deviation represents the noise that affects the Signal-to-Noise Ratio

(SNR) and thereby the detection sensitivity. Therefore, for all devices a post-processing

procedure can be applied to different spectra at the same way.
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4.2 Nitrous oxide detection

In this section the experimental measurements carried out using nitrous oxide (N2O) as

gas target will be presented. For measurements a gas cylinder used with a certified con-

centration of ηt=10000ppm (1%) of N2O in N2.

4.2.1 Nitrous oxide spectrum reconstruction

The first step in the experiment consisted in reconstructing the N2O spectrum setting the

laser sources at the same operative temperature of 25°C, switching the devices one-by-

one, in sequence, and collecting the lock-in signal. The purpose of the operation was the

test of the sensor ability to identify a gas spectrum even with a coarse-spaced spectral

emission. The time required to complete a measurement of the whole spectral region was

≈10 minutes. N2O concentration used for this measurement was 1000ppm.

The QEPAS signal collected by the lock-in amplifier is then scaled on the device nor-

malized power (shown in Figure 3.20) in order to make measurements independent on

the optical power variation between different lasers. In this way the obtained signal S is

proportional to the absorption coefficient α, according to Eq. 2.27. The results of the mea-

surements are presented in Figures 4.3a - 4.3b: Figure 4.3a shows the scaled QEPAS signal

over the wavenumber of the laser peak emission, while Figure 4.3b shows the comparison

between the normalized values of the acquired data and the absorption spectra simulated

using HITRAN database.
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Figure 4.3: (a)1000ppm N2O QEPAS signal scaled on normalized power, over the devices
peak wavenumbers. (b) Comparison between the normalized signal collected for
η=1000ppm (black dots) and the normalized absorption spectra simulated using the
HITRAN database (red solid line)
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Data collected in 4.3a exhibit two peaks separated by a minimum. The left peak is

related to device #19 and occurs at ν = 1270.3 ± 0.1cm−1, corresponding to a QEPAS

signal S = 5.204± 0.002mV , while the right peak ones is related to device #25 and occurs

at ν = 1300.8cm ± 0.1cm−1, with a QEPAS signal S = 6.306 ± 0.002mV . The valley

between the peaks is related to device #22 at ν = 1285.7 ± 0.1cm−1, corresponding to a

QEPAS signal S = 1.305 ± 0.002mV . For devices from #3 to #10 a signal comparable

to the noise level has been observed. In the plot the errors on the central wavenumber

of device emission arise from the sensitivity of the FTIR (0.1cm−1), instead the errors on

the QEPAS signal were determined as the standard deviation of the noise measurements.

Both these errors fall within the experimental point size in the plot.

Figure 4.3b shows the comparison between the experimental data and the absorption

spectrum simulated using HITRAN database. The data trend exhibits an optimal agree-

ment with the simulated spectrum. Devices from #11 to #18 and devices from #26 to

#31 show a very good fit with the theoretical data, following the slope of the simulated

spectrum in the rise of the signal. Devices from #20 to #24 reconstruct the valley between

the P- and the R-branch.

The measured data and the comparison with the simulated spectrum show that the

QEPAS sensor can reconstruct the absorption spectrum of nitrous oxide, even without a

fine tuning of laser emission wavelength.

4.2.2 QCLs operation temperature tuning

DFB-QCLs emission wavelength can be tuned varying the operative temperature of the

array. As shown in Section 3.1.4 the devices can be tuned with an average tuning coefficient

of −0.09cm−1/°C, ranging from 15 to 50°C, which corresponds to a tunability range of

≈3.15cm−1. Therefore, the measurement was repeated tuning each device’s emission.

The temperature tuning for the fine-reconstruction of the spectrum was performed by

varying the temperature of the lasers 3° per step, over the 15-50°C range. Differently from

previous acquisition, the time required for the temperature tuning all over the whole spec-

trum was ≈2 hours. Gas concentration used was η=1000ppm. The obtained results are

shown in Figures 4.4a-4.4b, where the scaled QEPAS signal as a function of the lasers emis-

sion wavenumber and the comparison between the normalized values of the acquired data
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and the absorption spectra simulated using HITRAN database are plotted, respectively.

Figure 4.4: (a) 1000ppm N2O QEPAS signal scaled on normalized power, as a function of the
QCL devices peak wavenumbers. (b) Comparison between the normalized signal col-
lected for η=1000ppm (black dots) and the normalized absorption spectra simulated
using the HITRAN database (red solid line).(b-inset) Zoom on the right peak of the
spectrum

The temperature tuning reconstructed clearly the shape of the peaks and of the valley,

mimicking their shape. The peaks in particular show an indented trend, while the valley is
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smoother. The rising and descending trend of the signal appears to be smooth as a whole,

even if some indented structures can be recognized, for example around ν = 1260cm−1 or

ν = 1310cm−1.

To better understand the data trend, experimental measures have been normalized

and compared to the normalized absorption spectrum simulated using HITRAN database

(Fig. 4.4b). The experimental data exhibit an excellent agreement with the simulated

spectrum, following the trend as an envelope. The indented trend of collected data around

peak regions follows the shape of the broadened roto-vibrational absorption lines, with an

excellent correspondence between the absorption peaks and the experimental data (Inset

of Fig. 4.4b). The absorption lines are separated by ≈ 0.8cm−1, therefore experimental

points (separated by ≈0.25cm−1) reproduce well the indented trend. Moreover, the inset

of Figure 4.4b shows that the experimental points do not precisely follow the spectrum

intensity decreases in the spacing between two close lines. This is ascribed to the large

spectral width of the array’s emission due to chirping effects. As described in Section 3.1.4,

each device of the array is characterized by gaussian-like emission with FWHM which varies

between 0.89cm−1 and 1.52cm−1. Therefore experimental points, whose wavenumbers

refer to the peak emission of the device at the given temperature, involve more than one

absorption line and the generated signal is the result of a convolution between the N2O

absorption spectrum and the laser emission spectrum. Nevertheless this is the reason

behind the discrepancy in the normalized signal of the two valleys. The measured data

in that region involve almost all the absorption line at the bottom of the graph and thus

their contribution is summed up, resulting in a higher average signal.

It is worth to underline that the spectrum scan shown in Figure 4.4a was composed by

377 acquisitions, 13 for each device, one for each 3°C-step plus one collected ad 25°C, while

the measurement shown in Figure 4.3a was realized by only 29 acquisitions. Therefore the

time required for the two measurements is largely different.
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4.2.3 Sensor calibration and detection limit

In Section 4.2.1 the QCLs array-based QEPAS sensor has demonstrated to be able to

reconstruct the N2O spectrum and the comparison with the spectrum obtained by fine

tuning the QCLs operation temperature shows that by switching in sequence devices op-

erated at a fixed temperature, no information loss on the spectrum shape occurs. A fast

spectrum scan can be thus obtained by switching the devices. Sensor calibration was thus

performed by switching the devices operated at a fixed temperature, no information loss

on the spectrum shape occurs. A fast spectrum scan can be thus obtained by switching

devices, all at a fixed temperature, and acquiring the QTF signal corresponding to different

N2O concentrations.

Measurements were made using the following concentrations of the gas target: 400ppm,

600ppm, 800ppm and 1000ppm respectively. As before, collected QEPAS signals were

scaled on the device normalized power and the obtained spectra are shown in 4.5a, together

with the signal acquired in pure N2. For sensor calibration, the device providing the

maximum lock-in signal was employed. Thereby, device #20 was selected and the acquired

signals as a function of N2O concentration are shown in Figure 4.5b.
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Figure 4.5: (a)1000ppm (black squares), 800ppm (red dots), 600ppm (blue triangles) and 400ppm
(green diamonds) N2O QEPAS signal scaled on normalized power over the devices
peak wavenumber. The noise offset level (pink triangles) is plotted for comparison (b)
#20 device QEPAS peak signal as a function of the N2O concentration. The straight
line is a linear fit of the experimental points.

In Figure 4.5a it is clear that the spectrum shape remains well-recognizable for all

gas concentrations generated, and all signals are largely above the noise offset level, even

decreasing This linear trend is verified in Figure 4.5b. The plot shows the QEPAS signal of
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device #20 (which exhibits the most intense QEPAS signal) as a function gas concentration.

The error on the concentration of the N2O arose from the sensitivity of the flow controllers,

while the errors on the QEPAS signal were determined by the standard deviation on the

mean signal. Both the errors in the plot are covered within the experimental point size. A

linear fit was performed on the experimental data and the calculated slope of characteristic

curve is 0.005mV/ppm. The R2 coefficient of the fit equals 0.995.

The minimum detectable limit (MDL) is the gas target concentration which generates a

signal equals to noise (SNR = 1). Therefore, the detection limit is calculated using the SNR

obtained dividing the lock-in signal by the noise signal of the device. The MDL depends

form the integration time used for the measurement: longer integration time reduces the

background noise and therefore enhance the SNR and the sensitivity of the sensor. The

SNR of the device which produced the most intense QEPAS signal, i.e., #20, was assumed

as the SNR of the whole sensor. Considering a signal S1000ppm = 4.583mV and a noise of

N = 1.87µV the SNR results 2450, corresponding to a minimum detection limit of 0.4ppm,

for a lock-in integration time of 100ms.

4.3 Methane detection

In this section experimental measurement on methane (CH4) as gas target will be presented.

For the measurements a gas cylinder used with a certified concentration of ηt=1000ppm of

CH4 in N2.

4.3.1 Methane spectrum reconstruction

As for the N2O, the first step in the experiment was the reconstruction of the CH4 spectrum

setting the laser sources at the same operative temperature (25°C),switching the devices

in sequence and acquiring the related lock-in signals. Gas concentration used for this

measurement was 1000ppm.

The QEPAS signal acquired by the lock-in amplifier was then scaled on the device

normalized power (shown in Figure 3.20) The results of the measurements are presented

in Figures 4.6a - 4.6b: Figure 4.6a shows the scaled QEPAS signal over the wavenumber of

the laser peak emission, while Figure 4.6b shows the comparison of the normalized values
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of the acquired data and the absorption spectra simulated using HITRAN database.

Figure 4.6: (a) 1000ppm CH4 QEPAS signal scaled on normalized power, as a function of the
devices emission peak wavenumbers. (b) Comparison between the normalized signal
collected for η=1000ppm (black dots) and the normalized absorption spectra simulated
using the HITRAN database (red solid lines).
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Data shown in Figure 4.6a show a large peak related to device #26 at ν = 1307.9 ±

0.1cm−1, with a QEPAS signal S = 3.505± 0.002mV and two lower peaks corresponding

to device #18, at ν = 1267.9± 0.1cm−1 with a QEPAS signal S = 1.018± 0.002mV , and

device #31, at ν = 1332.3± 0.1cm−1 with a QEPAS signal S = 1.175± 0.002mV . Other

structures can be recognized as results of signals produced by devices from #10 to #16.

Devices from #20 to #24 form a valley which connects the larger peak with the lower one

on the left. Device from #3 to #9 showed lock-in signal slightly over the noise offset level.

Figure 4.6b sshows the comparison between the experimental data and the absorption

spectrum simulated using HITRAN database. The HITRAN spectrum shows clearly a

cluster-type structure with broad absorption peaks that overlap close spectral lines, re-

sulting in absorption bands. This behaviour is typical of absorption spectra of polyatomic

non-linear molecules, such as CH4.

The largest absorption peak, which refers to the Q-branch of the roto-vibrational transi-

tion, is well reproduced by the measurement, even if the peak’s wavenumber falls between

the emissions of devices #25 and #26, at ν = 1306.13cm−1. The high intensity of the

peak is related to the merging of several absorption lines in this narrow spectral region.

At the left of the central peak, devices from #11 to #24 present an envelope-like trend

compared to the simulated spectrum, due to the integration over the QCLs wide spectral

emission of close spectral lines. The right part of the spectrum shows peaks more spaced,

whose trend is well reproduced by the experimental data even if the measured intensity

is lower compared to the simulation. This is due to the FWHM of the absorption peak

(∆ν ≈ 0.2cm−1), which is much narrower than laser emission.

4.3.2 QCLs operation temperature tuning

Analogously to the measurements performed for the N2O, the DFB-QCLs emission wave-

length was tuned by varying the operative temperature of the array in the 15- 50°C range

with 3°C steps and the measurement was repeated tuning each device’s emission. The

results are plotted in Figure 4.7a, which shows the methane QEPAS signal scaled to the

optical power over the wavenumber of the laser emission, and in Figure 4.7b which shows

the comparison between the normalized acquired data and HITRAN simulation.
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Figure 4.7: (a)1000ppm CH4 QEPAS signal scaled on normalized power, as a function of the
devices emission peak wavenumbers. (b) Comparison between the normalized signal
collected for η=1000ppm (black dots) and the normalized absorption spectra simulated
using the HITRAN database (red solid lines).

Data from Figure 4.7a show the same trend of the those shown in Figure 4.6a. The

large central peak is associated to the same devices, #25 and #26 and the fine tuning

shows a smooth reconstruction of the peak. The wavenumber associated to the maximum
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detected signal is equal to ν = 1305.6±0.1. At the same time the tuning demonstrates the

merging of the absorption band in clustered bands. The acquired signal presented values

comparable to the data of the previous measurement (Fig. 4.6), but now, because of the

fine reconstruction of the peak, the highest measured value equals 5.902± 0.002mV .

The experimental measurements are normalized and compared to the normalized ab-

sorption spectrum simulated using HITRAN database. The result is shown in Figure

4.7b. The experimental data show a very good agreement with the simulated spectrum,

reproducing the trend of the different absorption bands. The central absorption peak is

well-reconstructed by the fine tuning, even considered that the FWHM is ∆ν ≈ 2.5cm−1,

which is a spectral range larger than devices’ spectral emission (0.89cm−1 and 1.52cm−1)

and comparable to the tuning range (≈3.15cm−1). The portion of the spectrum at the

left of the central peak (1260-1280cm−1) is well reproduced by the experimental data with

the measured peaks that follow the simulated one even with a lower normalized intensity

and a larger shape. The spectral lines, merged into bands, present halfway low-intensity

peaks uneven spaced and very close one each other (≈ 0.3cm−1), therefore since the col-

lected signal represent the convolution between the gas absorption spectrum and laser

emission spectrum, the fine reconstruction of the region is very difficult. Analogously, the

experimental data at the right of the central peak (1310-1330cm−1) follow the trend of

the absorption peak, but the intensity of acquired data is significantly lower, due to the

narrowness of the absorption peaks. Since the spacing between the peaks is larger than in

other part of the spectrum ∆νspac ≈ 5cm−1, the discrete structure of the peak is better

reproduced.

The comparison measurement in figures 4.6 and 4.7 show that the QEPAS sensor can

reconstruct the methane absorption spectrum even without a fine tuning of laser emission.

4.3.3 Sensor calibration and detection limit

Methane sensor calibration was performed using the same gas dilution scheme as for nitrous

oxide. The QEPAS signal collected was scaled on the device normalized power.

The spectra obtained for the different concentration used are shown in Figure 4.8a,

as well as the signal acquired with pure N2. The signal obtained with the device #26 is

plotted in Figure 4.8b.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Methane QEPAS signal scaled on normalized power over the devices central
wavenumber, for different gas concentrations. The noise offset level (pink triangles)
is also plotted for comparison. (b) #26 device QEPAS peak signal as a function of
the CH4 concentration. The straight line is a linear fit of the experimental points.
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The different sets of measures in Figure 4.8a show a linear trend with concentration,

with the spectrum shape that remains well-recognizable for all the gas concentration used,

and all the signals are widely above the noise offset level. This linear trend is verified in

Figure 4.8b. The error on the concentration of the CH4 arose from the sensitivity of the

flow controllers, instead the errors on the QEPAS signal were determined by the total noise

on the signal. Both the errors in the plot are within the experimental points size. A linear

fit was performed on the experimental data and the calculated slope of characteristic curve

is 0.002mV/ppm. The R2 coefficient of the fit equals 0.998.

The detection limit is calculated considering the signal S1000ppm = 1.795mV and the

noise related to the device used, N = 1.96µV . The SNR is thus equal to 916. The minimum

detection limit (MDL) is thus 1.1 ppm.

4.4 Allan deviation analysis

The performed measurements show similar results for the two target gases. Both the

absorption spectra for N2O and CH4 are well reproduced by the experimental data obtained

employing the QCLs operated at a fixed temperature, and therefore the selectivity of the

sensor is verified even without a fine tuning of the QCLs wavelength. The N2O spectrum is

more easily recognizable due to the typical roto-vibrational bands, while the CH4 spectrum

has a less-regular trend which made its shape reconstruction harder than in the N2O case.

Nevertheless, the peaks and the bands characterizing the spectrum trend were clearly

recognizable. The QCLs operation temperature tuning allows a fine reconstruction of

both the two spectra. Even in these measurements better results were achieved for N2O

detection, due to a more regular trend and a smoother shape. Fine tuning also allowed

equally spaced N2O structures to be distinguished.

The QEPAS sensor showed two different sensitivities for the two investigated gases,

in terms of both MDL and slope of the calibration curve. MDL of N2O is lower than

that achieved for CH4 and the trend is confirmed by the slope of the curves, which are

0.005mV/ppm and 0.002 mV/ppm, respectively.

To determine the maximum achievable sensitivity of the QEPAS sensor an Allan vari-

ance analysis was performed. From a theoretical point of view, the signal from a perfectly
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stable system could be infinitely averaged, thus leading to extremely sensitive measure-

ments. However, an optical sensor operating in the field is a limited stable system and an

optimum integration time exists, allowing the minimum detection limit to be reached. At

longer averaging time, drift effects emerge and the sensor performance deteriorates. The

Allan variance analysis allows the determination of how long optical sensor signals can

be averaged to increase the detection sensitivity, before noise sources like laser instability,

temperature and mechanical drifts, as well as when moving fringes, begin to dominate [80].

For Allan variance analysis, the QEPAS signal for pure N2 was acquired for ≈3 hours. The

collected data have been then analyzed and averaged using a LabVIEW-based software.

The Allan deviation plot was performed for both the devices used for the sensor calibra-

tion, i.e., #20 and #26 for N2O and CH4, respectively. As representative, the result for

device #26 is shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Device #26 Allan deviation plot of the QEPAS signal expressed in parts per millions
(ppm) as a function of the integration time.

For both the devices the Allan plots show a 1/
√
t trend until t=10s where a minimum

is achieved, as well as a minimum detection limit. For 10s integration time, a minimum

detection limit of 0.07ppm for N2O and 0.19ppm for CH4 can be achieved.



Conclusions and further perspectives

The broadband absorbers and their pivotal role in key-fields for human development such

as environmental protection, human health and homeland security, were presented, and

among them the focus was set on nitrous oxide (N2O) and methane (CH4), as greenhouse

gases. The quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) was presented as most

promising technique for broadband absorbers detection in mid-infrared spectral range,

capable for real-time, high sensitivity and selectivity, small detection volume technique. In

this research work, a new approach to QEPAS using pulsed-wave laser sources with low

power consumption for broadband absorbers detection was presented.

The source, provided by Pendar Technologies, was a custom distributed feedback quan-

tum cascade lasers (DFB-QCLs) array, composed by 32 independent devices emitting in

the range 7.5 - 8.4µm.

The electrical, optical and spectral characterization of the QCLs array was performed

and the beam profile characterization was investigated in details. The laser source showed

issues related to the presence of a secondary spot, a shift of the position of the beam

emitted by different devices and a variation of beam diameter for different devices. The

experimental setup was properly designed, in order to make these source features not affect

the QEPAS sensor performance. With this aim, a custom quartz tuning fork (QTF) with

a prong spacing of 800µm, coupled with two micro-resonator tubes, was employed and first

overtone operation was exploited.

The QEPAS sensor was demonstrated to be able of reconstructing the absorption

spectra of the two gas species investigated, both performing the measurements at fixed

QCLs emission wavelength and then operating a wavelength fine-tuning, by varying the

laser operation temperature. Sensor calibration was performed by acquiring the N2O and
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CH4 spectra for different gas concentrations. The QEPAS sensor response was found to

be 0.005mV/ppm for N2O and 0.002mV/ppm for CH4. The minimum detection limits

(MDL) for a lock-in integration time of 100 ms were MDLN2O@100ms = 0.4ppm and

MDLCH4@100ms = 1.1ppm, for N2O and CH4 respectively. In order to determine the

best achievable detection sensitivity of the QEPAS sensor an Allan deviation analysis was

performed. For an integration time of 10s, the minimum concentration were found to reach

values down to 0.07ppm for N2O and 0.19ppm for CH4.

Further improvement of the sensor sensitivity can be obtained by operating the pulsed-

wave sources with a larger pulsewidth, and hence a higher duty cycle (D.C.), leading to a

higher QTF signal, thus enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Moreover, improvement

of beam quality would allow both less noisy measurements and a more compact sensor.

Further developments would include the employment of an optical fiber in the setup.

In the immediate future, the study will be enlarged to gas mixtures, exploiting the

behaviour of the sensor in the analysis of two gas species at the same time. This would

allow the investigation of the cross-talking parameters which affect the gas relaxation on

varying the surrounding environmental conditions.



Appendix A

Lock-in amplifier

A lock-in amplifier is an instrument used to analyse AC signal, especially if characterized

by low intensity, up to the nV , or by an high background noise.

The lock-in amplifier extracts from the input noisy signal only the sinusoidal component

with the demanded frequency and phase, filtering the other components. Operating this

way the only noise component left is the one at the requested frequency, while all the other

are rejected. This technique is called Phase-Sensitive Detection (PSD).

A.1 Single phase lock-in amplifier

The block diagram of a lock-in amplifier is shown in Figure A.1. The instrument is com-

posed by:

Figure A.1: Block diagram of the lock-in amplifier

• Voltage Controlled Oscillator (V.C.O.): a waveform generator which can be set in-

dependently both in frequency and phase used to generate the reference signal;
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• Phase-Sensitive Detector (P.S.D.): composed by the electric signal multiplier and by

the low pass filter with tunable threshold;

• DC amplifier : used to amplify the output signal coming from the PSD.

Consider as reference signal a periodic signal (Vref ) at a fixed frequency ωref and as

input signal (Vsig) the superposition of the sinusoidal signal to be extracted and of the

background white noise.

Vref = Aref cos(ωref t+ ψref )

Vsig = Asig cos(ωsigt+ ψsig) +
∑
ωnoise

Anoise cos(ωnoiset+ ψnoise)
(A.1)

The two signals are multiplied one by the other, and the multiplier output is:

Vref × Vsig = AsigAref cos(ωsigt+ ψsig) cos(ωref t+ ψref )+

Aref cos(ωref t+ ψref ) ·
∑
ωnoise

Anoise cos(ωnoiset+ ψnoise)
(A.2)

The previous result can be rewritten using the trigonometric formula cosα cosβ =
1

2
(cos(α+

β) + cos(α− β)), becoming

Vref × Vsig =
1

2
AsigAref

[
cos(ωsigt+ ωref t+ ψsig + ψref )+

cos(ωsigt− ωref t+ ψsig − ψref )

]
+

1

2
Aref

[ ∑
ωnoise

Anoise

(
cos(ωref t+ ωnoiset+ ψref + ψnoise)+

cos(ωref t− ωnoiset+ ψref − ψnoise)
)]

(A.3)

The product of the two signals is characterized by the dependence on the cosine function.

For this reason, the mean time value of Vref × Vsig is always canceled except when the

frequency of the two signals coincide (ωref = ωsig, ωref = ωnoise). With this requirement
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the previous formula becomes:

Vref × Vsig =
1

2
AsigAref

(
cos(2ωref t+ ψsig + ψref ) + cos(ψsig − ψref )

)
+

1

2
ArefAnoise

(
cos(2ωref t+ ψref + ψnoise) + cos(ψref − ψnoise)

)
ωref=ωnoise

(A.4)

The output signal from the multiplier is taken to the input of the low-pass filter, which is

set to a cut-off frequency such that only the continuous component of the signal is passed.

The final result at the output of the PSD is:

VPSD =
1

2
AsigAref cos(ψsig − ψref )+

1

2
ArefAnoise cos(ψref − ψnoise)


ωref=ωnoise

(A.5)

The output signal is therefore sensitive to the phase difference between input and reference

signal. Moreover the output signal of PSD is affected only by the noise component at

reference frequency. Renaming ψ = ψsig − ψref the output signal of the lock-in amplifier

can be written as:

Vout ∝ Asig cos(ψ) (A.6)

A.2 Double phase lock-in amplifier

The dependence on the phase difference ψ can be eliminated using a double-phase lock-in

amplifier, whose block diagram is shown in Figure A.2.

Differently from a single-phase lock-in amplifier the double-phase one has a further PSD

which measures the signal’s component with a phase difference equal to 90°compared to

the one measured by the first PSD, called the quadrature component. Operating this way

is possible to measure at the same time both the amplitude and the phase of the input

signal. Assuming that the quadrature signal is:

Vquad = Aquad cos

(
ωref t+ ψref +

π

2

)
(A.7)
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Figure A.2: Block diagram of the double-phase lock-in amplifier.

the output product signal will be given by the formula:

Vquad × Vsig =
1

2
AsigAquad

(
cos(2ωref t+ ψsig + ψref +

π

2
) + cos(ψref − ψsig +

π

2
)

)
+

1

2
AquadAnoise

(
cos(2ωref t+ ψref + ψnoise +

π

2
)+

cos(ψref − ψnoise +
π

2
)

)
ωref=ωnoise

=
1

2
AsigAquad

(
sin(2ωref t+ ψsig + ψref ) + sin(ψref − ψsig)

)
+

1

2
AquadAnoise

(
sin(2ωref t+ ψref + ψnoise) + sin(ψref − ψnoise)

)
ωref=ωnoise

(A.8)

therefore the output signal from the low-pass filter becomes:

VPSD2 =
1

2
AsigAquad sin(ψref − ψsig)+

1

2
AquadAnoise sin(ψref − ψnoise)


ωref=ωnoise

(A.9)
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Definitely the output of the double-phase lock-in amplifier is:

X ∝ Asig cosψ Y ∝ Asig sinψ (A.10)

the first one is the so called in phase-signal, which is maximum when the phase difference

is zero, while the second one represents the quadrature component. The total amplitude

(R) of the input signal and its phase (ψ) are defined as:

R =
√
X2 + Y 2 ∝ Asig ψ = arctan

(
Y

X

)
(A.11)

In the present work a EG&G Model 7265 has been used, as reported in Chapter 3.

This lock-in amplifier has an internal VCO that is triggered by the waveform generator

to obtain the reference signal. Moreover the instrument was provided with an autophase

system which allow to set automatically the reference signal in phase with the input signal,

maximizing the X-channel.
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